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Abstract
Railway line control consists of trains operating in tunnels, picking up and setting down
passengers in a continuous to-and-fro loop from one end station to the other.  The
operators, based in a control room remote from the line, control the trains according to a
timetable.  This control involves knowing the position of each train, being able to predict
where each train will be next and knowing whether they are on time.

In order to maintain that control the operators need to sustain an accurate picture of on-
the-ground events.  They do this by making sense of the unfolding situation represented
to them via cues from their equipment and from each other.  However sometimes making
sense is slowed or even blocked, which in a safety critical and commercial domain can
have serious consequences.

Using field observations at London Underground’s Victoria Line and a bespoke
questioning technique to drill down to the genesis point of sense-making, this study
uncovers the situations that give rise to sense-making, the strategies adopted to ease
and speed up sense-making and the bottlenecks in information seeking.

The situations are found to be most incidents that delay the running of the trains because
operators need to implement responses to maintain movement of the rest of the line.

The strategies are observed to be, in the first place, a low effort general maintenance of
the awareness of events currently unfolding. This ideal awareness is interrupted by
attention grabbing discrepancies between actual and predicted events that force the
operator to engage further strategies of information elaboration. The whole process is
constrained by time and by a limited repertoire of responses.

The bottlenecks in information seeking are shown to be, not the control room equipment,
but the break in contact with on-the-ground staff.

Implications of the findings are discussed for the proposed upgrade of the Victoria Line
that will include new control room systems integrated with some of the existing
technology as well as the possible merging of the roles of two staff grades.

With respect to the new technology the curtailing of the operators’ window of information
is found to have important consequences not just for sense-making opportunities but also
for the training of new operators drawn from existing staff.

With respect to the role merger, the different strategies for sense-making employed by
different grades of operator could have consequences for their adaptability to the new
role.

The report concludes that the study of sense-making in HCI domains reveals the
strategies employed for the process and also sheds light on what ‘sense’ is in a domain
which might not be an optimal, rational construct but can be a ‘good enough’ one.
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1.0 Introduction
Urban rapid transit systems are a particular form of metropolitan railway, physically
separated from other traffic, carrying high volumes of people at regular and frequent
intervals to relieve traffic congestion.  London Underground is the oldest urban rapid
transit system and is commonly known as the ‘Tube’ because of its network of tube-like
tunnels.  It often runs underground where it serves the city centre but rises above ground
in the suburbs.  Opened in 1863, powered by steam locomotives, the network was fully
electrified by 1896.  Power is now supplied to each car of a train by electric traction from
a live third rail (Transport for London, 2008a).

From a passenger point of view these mass transit systems differ from mainline railways
in several substantial ways.  Firstly, service is ‘expected’ at regularly spaced and very
frequent intervals but is apparently without timetable.  Passengers therefore organise
their travel accordingly (Heath and Luff, 1996).  Secondly, any lengthy delay in a tunnel is
the cause of particular discomfort on London Underground trains because, lacking air
conditioning, carriages get very hot.  This presents further complications if anyone is
taken ill.  Finally, the live rail at track level adds extra safety implications to an already
safety-conscious operation.

From a company point of view running the lines is characterised by a high service ethos
in terms of provision of regular service and, when service fails, in terms of physical
comfort to passengers. Every effort is also made to reduce journey time during delays.

1.1 The Victoria Line
London’s Tube network is owned by London Underground Limited (LUL) and currently
comprises 12 lines of which the Victoria Line is one (see Appendix A for the company
structure).

Opened in stages between 1968 and 1971, the Victoria Line runs entirely underground
from Brixton to Walthamstow Central except for the maintenance depot at
Northumberland Park which branches out from Seven Sisters.  It is 13.25 miles long,
serving 33 platforms at 16 stations and operating 37 trains during peak service (Transport
for London, 2008b), which means that there are always at least four trains in tunnels at
any time.

The control room, considered the “authorisation and information hub” (Garbis, 2002, p.
11) of any line, is located near Euston station. From here the line is monitored and
managed to keep trains running, ‘cure’ gaps in service and deal with incidents as they
arise.

At the time of its opening the Victoria Line was the first entirely new line to be built for
over 60 years which gave scope for some important, differentiating characteristics.

Firstly, because it had been proving difficult to recruit staff to work on the London
Underground, the Victoria Line was devised specifically to be run by a minimum number
of staff and was the first automated line in the world.  The control room was managed by
one Line Controller whose role it was to make tactical decisions for the delivery of service
and its recovery after delays and serious incidents.  He was supported by an Information
Assistant, who passed on announcements about the service to passengers in stations via
the PA systems, and a Signalman, who was responsible for the implementation of his
decisions by operating the signals through his signalling equipment panels and ‘curing’
gaps that were forming on the line (a detailed description of current job roles is given in
Appendix B).

Secondly, fundamental to the automation were the Programme Machines located along
the track carrying pianola-type rolls with the timetable for the day.  These controlled the
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passage of trains, in order, via the signals in the tunnels.  For the Signalman so
automated was the system that the signalling equipment panels were located in drawers
under his desk as they were deemed to only be needed in the rare event that overriding
the Programme Machine might be required.  Furthermore, this event was so rare that only
one Signalman was employed for the job of monitoring an automated desk.  It was
recognised however that during incidents there was a lot of work for one person alone.
(Raffle and Sell, 1970)

Thirdly, there were no branches on its main line therefore reducing complex signalling
which simplified the job for the Line Controller.  While the line was running smoothly –
which must have been the expectation for an automated system – service delivery was
indeed simple.  However when incidents occurred the fact of few turning points or sidings
and no branches, where trains could be taken out of service or turned, meant that there
were limited options for the speedy recovery of service.

Fourthly, trains were run by Automatic Train Control (ATC).  This performed the actual
driving by responding to coded currents transmitted through the rails which control the
speeds of the trains and ensure that they stop at signals and in the right place at station
platforms.  ATC also prevents trains crashing into each other.  (Raffle and Sell, 1970)

Finally, drivers had little to do in their automatically run trains except in the sidings where
they moved in manual mode.  Drivers on the Victoria Line were re-titled Train Operators
and their jobs merged with that of the train guard as they could monitor platform
movements with the CCTV provided on the platform in line with their cab.  They also
became the primary communication channel to the passengers inside the train.

1.1.1 The Victoria Line Upgrade

Over the course of the next seven years the Victoria Line is to undergo a major upgrade
as part of the Public Private Partnership (PPP) initiative (HM Treasury, 2008).  The
current control room is staffed by one Service Controller (the old Line Controller) and two
Service Operators (formerly Signalmen) and the equipment on both the control and the
signalling desks has increased manifold from the early days (this equipment will be
outlined in a later chapter).  This is because line control has become more complex due
to an increase in passenger numbers (and therefore incidents) and the wear and tear of
the assets, which causes faults.  The upgrade therefore includes a new control room with
new signalling control and line management systems which will be integrated with some
of the existing technology.  The upgrade may1 combine the roles of Service Controller
and Service Operator (see Appendix C) and therefore also merge the technologies and
working methods they currently use in their individual roles.

1.2 Research Question
The work of urban rapid transit control is characterised by operators (Service Controllers
and Service Operators) extracting meaning and understanding from (i.e. making sense
of) an on-the-ground operation that is taking place remotely from its control centre and
being represented there via a variety of equipment, artefacts and communication.  The
‘making sense’ feeds operators’ decisions which must be reached and implemented at
speed.  Correctly weighing up the state of the system via its direct and representational
cues is important because cues can mislead, causing delays in problem-solving and
decision-making with adverse effects for both the safety and commercial aspects of
running a line and for the work in the control room itself.

This project seeks to analyse that sense-making process from a user-centric perspective
in the Victoria Line control room with specific reference to both the overt and the subtle,

                                                
1 This has not yet been decided although is very likely.
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secondary cues emerging from the support of computers and fellow colleagues.  The aim
is to understand the sense-making process and help identify what inconsistencies and
conflicts in sense-making there might be in the control room by uncovering how each
grade of operator understands and disambiguates information about the line, using
different cues with different strategies and handling different equipment.

Resolving problems is prolonged when sense-making is hindered. Understanding what
situations are attended to, what cues are entertained and what strategies are employed in
order to make sense of remote processes should locate areas where technology is at its
most useful.

This understanding could inform aspects of equipment design (including combining new
and old) and of communication strategies that will ease the sense-making process in the
new control room.

Specifically then, this project investigates, from an HCI perspective, the following four
questions from the point of view of cues from the equipment and artefacts and subtle
secondary cues from colleagues within the control room:

1. What are the situations that control room operators need to respond to?

2. What are the cues that indicate those situations exist or may exist?

3. Where the cue is clear and unambiguous:

a) what further information does the control room operator need in order to
respond?

b) what is the cost in time and/or effort of getting this information?

4. Where cues are ambiguous:

a) what are the possibilities/dangers of misinterpretation?

b) what actions do control room operators take (if anything) to disambiguate i.e.
make sense of the situation and what is the cost?

1.3 Layout of Report
This report begins with an investigation of the cognitive and communication processes of
large-scale control systems such as attention, situation awareness and decision-making
with the process of sense-making given focus.

The next chapter will outline the bespoke method that was devised to elicit descriptions of
sense-making in various situations.

Analysis of the findings takes up the major part of the report covering a description of the
main features of the control room and its operators and using examples of observed
practices to unravel the sense-making process in line control.

There follows a general discussion about the implications of sense-making for line
control, for the new control room and for other domains.

The report ends with conclusions for LUL and for the relevance of a sense-making study
in the field of HCI.
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2.0 Human Factors of Line Control
The characteristics of a large-scale control system are that it is remote from its physical
process, usually complex and it runs under normal, abnormal, emergency and
maintenance operation.  More specifically, a safety-critical control system involves threats
to the outside world both human and environmental and the results of error can be
catastrophic (Redmill and Rajan, 1997).  Optimal process control entails the continuous,
fault-free, safe running of the process.

Wilson and Rajan (1990) and Redmill and Rajan (1997) have discussed how, while a
control system carries out most of the simple tasks automatically, the operator’s tasks
have become increasingly cognitive-based leading to a refined model of the operator to
include attributes such as experience, mental models and higher-level cognitive
capabilities like problem-solving and decision-making.

This chapter looks at the processes of large-scale control in the context of an urban rapid
transit system (line control) and from the human operator perspective, synthesising
literature relating to those relevant operator attributes.

2.1 Large-Scale Control
At a high level, Rasmussen’s (1980) model of human data processing in a control system
shows that the operator, triggered by cues, processes information about the system state
from symbolic information from the automatic control system itself.  Omitted from
Rasmussen’s reasoning is an explicit mention of the input from mutual communication
that is prevalent in co-operative work which will be covered below.  The operator outputs
actions to the control system which in turn influences the physical processes of the
system and therefore the system state.  In line control this equates to altering the
signalling to divert trains, for instance, which in turn alters the representation on the wall-
mounted diagram of the line that all the operators see.

The model involves a co-operation between subconscious and conscious processing in
the individual.  The former is high capacity, parallel and automatic involved in routine
tasks, the latter is of limited capacity, effortful, sequential but versatile and implemented
for unfamiliar tasks or novel situations.  More specifically the co-operation involves the
subconscious processing acting as a buffer to the conscious.  This buffer is needed
because the environment is an unceasing source of stimuli and human attention, due to
its limited capacity, is selective.

Vital in this model is a mismatch detection system which alerts conscious attention and
enables higher levels of cognitive processing to establish whether actions are running
according to plan and whether the plan is still adequate (Rasmussen, 1980, Reason,
1990).  The aim is to resolve issues and restore the lower cost unconscious processing.

Humans make poor monitors because they get bored and distracted.  Yet, ironically, in
control systems monitor they must because, also ironically, when an automated system
fails, only humans, as yet, can make a diagnosis and implement the relevant action to
bring it back into normal operation (Bainbridge, 1983).  Operators are both monitoring
pre-planned, procedural control actions as well as coping with unanticipated events
(Rasmussen, 1980).

Efficient, fault-free monitoring of a dynamic control system such as line control requires
repeatedly setting uncertainty about system states to zero (Wickens, 1992) by making
sense of cues in the environment.  This creates an accurate ongoing awareness of the
constantly changing situation so that if an unanticipated event happens operators are
ready to act.
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2.2 Situation Awareness
Situation Awareness (Endsley, 1995), as its component words suggest, is a state of
awareness of the currently unfolding and constantly changing situation.  Endsley’s model
for Situation Awareness (SA) in dynamic systems defines it as knowledge obtained from
the dynamic environment and does not include “static knowledge sources” (p. 36) such as
rules, procedures and documentation.  Specifically it is:

the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in
the near future.

(p. 36)

Endsley outlines three levels of SA.  The first is the perception and awareness of
pertinent elements in the environment, for instance, their status, attributes and dynamics.
In control systems this is the displays, controls and audible warnings.  Level two
synthesises level one elements into holistic patterns of objects and events.  In system
control this amounts to understanding the significance of the current functioning.  Level
three is the near-term projection of those objects and events to predict future changes of
system state.

The elements the operator perceives and understands are domain specific.  So for line
control examples are:

Level 1 – from the line diagram and CCTV: train location, duration of stop at
station, train separation;

Level 2 – from the rates of movement on the line diagram: service is running well,
gaps are forming, service is disrupted;

Level 3 – from delays/incidents: impact of delays to service.

SA is usually studied in command and control domains such as air traffic control and
often from a human factors perspective (e.g. Endsley and Rodgers, 1996).  It is achieved
through effortless, short-term processes.

2.2.1 Team Situation Awareness

When thinking in terms of teamwork each member must have his own SA for his
responsibilities even if there is overlap with other team members (Endsley, 1995).  Each
team member must also see the others’ situation and understand each others’ awareness
levels so that their own SA can be updated or corrected if it is inaccurate.  Team SA is
therefore much enhanced by co-location.

Additionally, Heath and Luff (1992) found the need for an awareness of other team
members’ activities to be a crucial feature of line control because operators conduct their
own local activity (for instance at their desk) the full extent of which is not always visible
(e.g. entries in a logbook or alterations to a timetable) or audible (e.g. half a phone
conversation) to colleagues.  They do this while monitoring colleagues’ global actions
both overt and tacit.  Heath and Luff (1992) give an insightful and thorough analysis of the
types of tacit communication that are typical of line control at LUL such as overhearing,
trigger words, volume modulations, actions and movements.

Local actions need to be turned into global ones at appropriate times because public
practice and mutual access allows recognition of those actions and enables appropriate
responses to them.

A definition that closely resembles this style of mutual co-operation in line control is
Castelfranchi’s (2006) Behavioural Implicit Communication (BIC) or practical behaviour
where the action is the message.  The message can be unintentional or intentional and in
the latter case requires the ‘receiver’ of the message to observe and understand.
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BIC assumes that action has a practical purpose as well as a communication purpose
and it manifests at several levels depending on how intended either the practical or
communication purpose is.  The levels that are interesting for line control are:

• the operator intends the action to have additional communication meaning but the
action is not motivated by this goal – an example is an operator on the phone
talking loud enough to be heard by colleagues;

•  both action and communication effect are intended and communicating motivates
the action – an example is moving to the line diagram to point at an exact area of
interest.

Essentially BIC enhances co-ordination of activities in mutual or reciprocal situations by
attracting attention in a way that is encouraged rather than demanded – there is little time
to be explicit during emergency situations so actions have to be (Heath and Luff, 1992).

The information tools themselves can be local or global and this affects their ‘openness’
according to Garbis (2002).  Her concept of ‘openness’ relates to these tools having
properties and affordances that are intrinsic to the tool or are redesigned locally by their
users so that they operate in the setting.  However there is no assurance that open tools
will make more sense than closed ones.  For instance, Heath and Luff (1992) give the
example of the wall-mounted line diagram which:

…does not tell which particular train is where, or whether the trains are in or out of
turn.  Neither does it provide information concerning an upcoming shortage of
drivers, vehicles which are causing difficulties, stations which are closed…

(p. 21)

In summary, seeing each other’s situations and action help you understand to some
degree whether each other’s awareness levels at least match your own or whether yours
need updating.  The whole perpetuates the constantly updating process of SA.

2.2.2 Achievement and Maintenance of Situation Awareness

Endsley’s model of SA has, as inputs, the perception of relevant elements in the dynamic
environment from physical and sensory stimuli.  The three levels of SA – detection,
understanding and prediction – update and establish via recurring assessments that
Endsley recognises “may vary widely among individuals and contexts” (1995,p. 36).
Individual factors that influence SA are goals and objectives, preconceptions and
expectations, abilities, experience and training.

Accurate SA is also dependent on system design factors such as the form and quality of
the information provision from the physical and sensory stimuli.  In line control,
information provision comes from displays (i.e. the tools), from communication (due to the
division of labour) and from mental models (mental abstractions made due to the
remoteness of the process).

Displays and Controls

Galer (1987) explains that good design of the symbolic information – its modality, form
and content – and of the physical controls and displays – their groupings, priority,
sequence and ease of use – contributes to making monitoring and interaction efficient
and error free.  This is achieved by making detection, recognition and understanding of
stimuli in displays clear and by making controls accessible, identifiable and usable.

The continuous information that operators are monitoring and supervising consists of
visual and auditory stimuli.  These stimuli come from their equipment such as monitors,
phones, alarms and, in the co-operative work of line control, also, very importantly, from
colleagues themselves.
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Communication

Redmill and Rajan (1997) define communication tasks as the “accurate transmission of
information without any processing of the information from transmission to reception by
the individual or group who will use it” (p. 152).  In line control this communication takes
on an overt and tacit form and can be verbal or physical as has been described above.
Examples of overt communication are shouting across the control room, making a phone
call, writing summaries of events in logbooks.  Examples of tacit communication are
standing to attract attention, pointing at an area of interest on a monitor or raising one’s
voice during a phone conversation for the benefit of those in the vicinity.

Mental Models

Humans are explanatory creatures.  Brehmer (1987a) states that to control a physical
system an operator must know and be able to explain that physical system.  However
when the system is any combination of remote, large-scale or complex the operator must
develop a model of that system which by default cannot be concrete but must be abstract.
These models of a system are built by observing relations between actions and outcomes
of actions, but the process remains hidden.  Importantly technology changes the
character of information because it transmits a representation of reality which has already
been abridged by the designer of the system.  The operator seeks out additional
information actively formed from learning (e.g. manuals) and experience (e.g. feedback)
to give meaning and organisation to experience and to go beyond the information given
(Norman, 2002).  This feeds the mental model.

Mogford (1997) describes mental models performing as abstractions “depicting functional
relationships and operating rules… [and] the overall meaning and purpose of the system”
(p. 332).  He also believes that, while SA is an accurate picture of reality, mental models
are a hypothetical construct, conceptual and analogous in nature, but that both are types
of knowledge.  Mental models form the basis for situation assessment which is the
process that brings about SA (Sarter and Woods, 1991).

If mental models are formed by experience and feedback it follows that experts have
more mental models containing more detail at their disposal.  This has implications for
accuracy, speed and decision-making.

the experts studied used pattern matching mechanisms to draw on long-term
memory structures that allowed them to quickly understand a given situation.
They then adopted the course of action corresponding to that type of situation.

(Endsley, 1995, p. 34)

However mental models can be incomplete, inaccurate or just plain wrong because, in
the end, interpretation is not understanding (Norman, 2002, Wilson and Rajan, 1990).

2.2.3 Disruption of Situation Awareness

Awareness is not the same as consciousness which would be too effortful for the working
memory to be sustained continuously.  Sarter and Woods (1991) define awareness as “all
knowledge that is accessible and can be integrated into a coherent picture, when
required, to asses and cope with a situation” (p. 55).  It is precisely because it is
subconscious that it can be disrupted.

Also SA’s dynamic nature makes it extremely temporal therefore it needs constant
updating and is fragile.  While the situation assessment updates proceed in an automatic
loop answering yes to the question ‘is action going to plan and is the plan still adequate?’
SA is maintained.  However when the answer is no to either part of the question there is a
disruption of SA which requires conscious, effortful data processing on the part of the
operator.
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The two-part question suggests that there are two routes for disruption in SA.  One is a
stimulus-driven surprise mismatch of actual actions with predicted actions the other is a
breakdown in the pattern matching of the plan to the situation for instance when the
mental models are poor or too few.  The former route disrupts level 1 and the latter
affects levels 2 and 3 SA.

2.3 Sense-making
Sense-making has most frequently been studied in the context of information use and
search and in organisational contexts.  It is seen as an effortful, long-term process.

Dervin’s (1983) study of sense-making has centred around the construction of information
needs and the uses for that information as focal during the process of sense-making.
She sees sense-making as both internal, cognitive behaviour and external, procedural
behaviour that allows a person to “construct and design his/her movement through time-
space” (p. 3).  Two stated mainstays of sense-making according to Dervin are, firstly, that
reality is incomplete and filled with gaps, mainly because things constantly change, and,
secondly, that information is subjective because observation of it is mediated by human
cognition which directs the selection of what to attend to.  Observation is further
constrained by our present day environment, our past experiences and our future goals.
So sense-making is a personal constructing activity that moves through time-space.

By looking at this time-space travel we can spot the points where movement is blocked
(situational conditions), the gaps that need bridging to continue movement (sense-making
or information needs) and assessment of gap-bridging (information use).

Figure 2.1:  Dervin’s (1983) Model Used in Sense-making Studies

Dervin’s tripartite model (figure 2.1) assumes that sense-making involves assessing
information in relation to its value for filling gaps in situations and putting this newly
created sense to some use.

Weick’s view on sense-making is from an organisational perspective (e.g. 1993, 1995).
He is much more expansive than Dervin on the sense-making process, occasions for
sense-making and its content.

Weick (1995) sees sense-making as attributing meaning to ‘surprise’.  If the answer to
Reason’s (1990) question ‘are things proceeding to plan?’ is no, and that is a surprise,
then that will elicit an interrogation.  Sense-making is an active reasoning process that
uses past experience to explain surprises because meaning does not emerge with
perception and detection of a surprise but is an output of the process (figure 2.2).  The
process involves an individual forming conscious or unconscious expectancies which act
as predictions.  If the individual experiences events that are discrepant from the
predictions this will raise questions and the need for explanations. In this sense the
process is like discovery.

Figure 2.2: Sense-Making as Discovery

Sense-making is also about creation.  At this point it is helpful to summarise Weick’s
(1995) description of the difference between sense-making and interpretation.  Sense-
making comes first.  It is the construction and grouping of cues and is likened to

Sense-making
processsurprise meaning

SITUATIONS ---- GAPS ---- USES
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invention.  In this he appears to concur with Dervin’s (1983) idea of constructing and
designing movement through time-space.  Sense-making is how people generate the
traces they will interpret and is about activity rather than outcome.  Interpretation is more
about outcome.

Weick (1995) posits that a puzzling situation is turned into a problem by attending to the
issues and cues of that situation through sense-making (figure 2.3).  In summary,
surprises break the continuous flow of unconscious and selective attention to
environmental stimuli switching it to more sustained focal attention.  This matches
Rasmussen’s (1980) human data processing model.

Figure 2.3:  Sense-Making as Creation

So, from sense-making as discovery comes meaning and from there understanding and
restoration of SA. From sense-making as creation comes a problem and from there
problem-solving or decision-making and, again, restoration of SA.  In both cases the
sense that is created is fragile and transient and has to be repeatedly updated.

We have seen that a surprise stimulates the attention to initiate the action of making
sense.  But what initiates the surprise?  Weick (1995) cites the conditions for sense-
making as the same as conditions for gearing into conscious cognitive processing from
automatic processing, for instance when something stands out as novel.  Another
condition is when discrepancies occur when actions are thwarted (which is similar to
Dervin’s (1983) idea of blocked movement – interruptions are a good example of this)
however the discrepancy has to be recognised as such.  A final condition is by deliberate
initiative like a specific question.

Like Dervin (1983) Weick (1995) sees cues for sense-making in gaps (discrepancies)
between the way things are and the predictions of how they should be.  However, for
Weick, the gap itself is not enough.  He adds that it should be difficult to close and that it
should be significant.  These two further conditions make the gap something worthy of
note and an occasion for sense-making to begin.

According to Weick (1995) two such occasions for engagement of active thinking are
ambiguity and uncertainty.  Ambiguity is characterised as confusion: a stream of cues that
give rise to multiple conflicting interpretations and lack of clarity. As with discrepancy,
ambiguity must be perceived as such or it cannot exist.  Uncertainty on the other hand is
characterised by ignorance.  New information directs the individual to create an occasion
for sense-making that reduces that ignorance.  Often, uncertainly is reduced by the first
available information that appears to direct the individual in a plausible direction.  This
has much in common with Recognition Primed Decision-Making (Klein, 1998) as we will
see shortly.  In short, to remove ambiguity, or confusion, information of a different quality

Problematic
situation

Puzzling, troubling,
uncertain

Problem

Make sense of an uncertain
situation

Select what the ‘things’ of
the situation are

Set attentional boundaries
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is required and to remove uncertainty, or ignorance, supplementary information is
required.

Finally, sense-making is not only a process but it has content: sense.  Recognition, or
sense, comes from the connection between a moment of past experience with a present
moment.  In fact a lack of any of these elements can prolong the acquisition of sense
because not only must past and present experience exist to judge a surprise or
discrepancy but the connection itself must be understood i.e. an individual must notice
that there is a discrepancy.

2.4 Decision-Making
Klein’s (1998) theory that humans make decisions by adopting the first plausible option
without comparison with other available options goes counter to traditional arguments
about optimal, rational problem-solving and decision-making tactics (for instance Janis,
1972).  In his field study of fire-fighters he found that, even given enough time for the
decision, the tendency was to satisfice2, that is, select the first good enough option.
Experience helped them recognise a situation, whether routine or not, as prototypical.

Further, he found this was a characteristic of expert decision-making and that it was
novices who tended to weigh up options in a way that is more recognisable as optimal,
rational decision-making.

Klein’s (1998) Recognition-Primed Decision Model (RPDM) comprises two processes.
One is experiencing the changing situation and recognising which course of action to take
and the other is, if needed, evaluating that course of action through mental simulation.

2.5 An Operational Definition
This report proposes the following operational definition based on the above models.
Situation Awareness is the desirable state of knowledge for optimal process control
operation. This is because detecting all the information at your disposal, understanding it
and being able to use it to predict what to do next is highly desirable in a constantly
changing situation.

A recurring situation assessment process maintains this desirable state in a loop,
automatically and at low cost.  However when a surprise discrepancy is detected, leading
to a loss of Situation Awareness, a conscious process of sense-making is engaged which
aims to restore Situation Awareness via higher cognitive processes such as problem-
solving and decision-making or more directly via meaning therefore understanding.

In simple terms, Situation Awareness is the optimal state of knowledge for process
control.  Situation assessment is the process that maintains SA (mainly via mental
models) when everything is running according to plan.  Sense-making is the process that
restores SA (mainly via decision-making) when it is disrupted.

With this operational definition the project proposes to understand the process happening
in the Victoria Line control room especially in order to fully investigate points 3 and 4 of
the research question.

                                                
2 A term coined by Simon (1955).
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3.0 Framework and Method
Studies of large-scale control operations and co-operative work in general have mainly
employed in situ, ethnographic observational methods involving note-taking, video-
recording and live and post-hoc interviews (for instance Bentley et al., 1992, Luff and
Heath, 2000, Theureau and Filippi, 2000).  These interviews have sometimes involved
operators commenting on videos of their own work.

Studies of a more cognitive nature looking at individual interactions with technology in
safety-critical processes have involved experimental environments, bespoke equipment
and prototypical situations tested on operators whose time is valuable (for example
Endsley and Rodgers, 1996).

The nature of sense-making, which is an individual, cognitive process but situational in
character and, additionally in the context of line control, embedded in a co-operative
environment involving potentially hidden forms of communication, means that a bespoke
method combining the above study styles and taking into account the limitations of this
project would have to be devised to fully address the research question.

3.1 Framework
From the research question and the operational definition several areas of focus
delineate the framework for this study.  These are the situations that merit an operator’s
attention to switch from automatic to conscious processing, the cues used and how they
enable or hinder the sense-making process and the actions taken by operators to
elaborate the situation.

Working on the basis that an event that needs to be assessed could be caused by any of
many situations or states (for instance a delay could be caused by a train stopped at a
platform or a passenger on the track) for which there may be available cues (CCTV
pictures, a gap appearing on the diagram of the line or a call from a driver) it can be
assumed the operator would take relevant actions to make sense of what is going on in
order to get the line moving again.  This then forms the framework for observation.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Limitations

The limitations that prevented the use of an ‘off-the-shelf’ methodology were that: firstly,
tacit communication is covert in nature and situation assessment and sense-making as
processes are internal and individual so observing examples of the former and eliciting
descriptions of the latter two would involve a questioning technique that was succinct,
targeted and live; secondly, there was a management ban on recording of any type (video
or audio) and access to operators for interview was on a goodwill basis3; finally, a small-
scale project with only one observer has evident limitations in terms of the amount of data
that can be collected especially that involving protracted exchanges between operators in
the control room showing the evolution of co-operative communication.

These last two points meant that, firstly, data would have to be collected live, supported
by impromptu interviews, secondly, note-taking might not capture entire exchanges or
interactions in exact form especially when describing concurrent speech and action and
only from one point of view so, thirdly, it would be best to limit observation to repeated
instances of prototypical situations.

                                                
3 Access for general observation was on a goodwill basis also but more easily granted.
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3.2.2 Data Gathering

Field notes formed the basis of the data gathering technique and to enhance their
robustness repeated observation of similar events acted to mimic a video recording
process.

Theureau and Filippi (2000) devised a table to account for the actions and
communications of two operators at a time.  This table is simplified and abridged here to
take account of one main operator and his workspace as well as other operators and their
workspaces while containing the states, cues and actions of all.

So by working through the states, cues and actions a picture of the incremental steps of
sense-making in the Victoria Line control room could look like figure 3.1 below.

workspace person 1 person 2 workspace

State: train stopped
at station

Cue: CCTV 

Cue: train stopped
behind

State: train moves
on

Cue: CCTV 

Action: call driver on
phone

State: no answer

Action: wait 1
minute

Action: call again

Action: switch light
to green

Action: receive call
from st master

Cue: speak to st
master

Cue: ‘light stuck
on red’

Cue: ‘all ok’

Action: hang up

Cue: phone rings

Figure 3.1: Framework for Data Collection

As a technique it allowed for a kind of shorthand to overcome the limited observational
resources.  It was subsequently presented back to the operator for member checking and
further annotation.

The questioning technique was derived from Dervin’s (1983) Micro-Moment Time-Line
Interview technique, which involves asking an operator about a situation in terms of what
happened first, second etc.  Then, for each of these units, what questions were
entertained by the operator and how did each successive piece of information obtained
help or hinder the operator in making sense of the situation.  For the project this was
translated into a live interview technique by asking simply “what happened next?” (a
forward-looking question) and “how did you know?” (a backward-facing question) as near
to the unfolding of the event as possible.

Higher level information such as experience of operators, working practices and
regulations was established in an separate interview with a member of management.

3.2.3 Data Analysis

Although delays were caused by several situations (for instance a red signal, a faulty
train, a passenger on the track, a distracted driver) the list is nevertheless finite and
emerged quickly during the observation.  This allowed early categorisation both of the
types of situation causing delays and of the cues.
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An analysis of the cues led to asking who ‘owns’ them, who sees them, who uses them
and how, where are they located, what are their goals, how are they shared, how are they
referred to (e.g. leaving your desk to physically point at the FLD)?  What was critical was
to discover what the cues can and can’t tell the operator.

Finally it is through the disambiguation actions that sense-making is best demonstrated
so the analysis sought to uncover:

• the genesis point of sense-making – at what point was attention attracted, was the
novel-surprise block in movement one of ambiguity or uncertainty or caused by
the deliberate voicing of a question;

• what were the ‘things’ of the surprise situation that contributed to the creation of the
problem.

3.2.4 Summary

In summary, observations took place during ten 4-5 hour sessions over two weeks in
June.  Each session concentrated on either the Service Controller or the Service
Operator with 60% focus given to the former.  The method involved extensive note-taking
and, in order to mimic the effects of a video recording, observation centred around
repeated instances of a prototypical situation i.e. delays.

The whole formed a ‘picture’ of each event to clearly show the flow of genesis, process
and content involved in the sense-making that informs the decisions made in line control.
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4.0 Findings
A sticky door at Stockwell?  Last time we had a sticky door it cost us 12 minutes.

(Service Operator, Victoria Line)

This chapter presents and discusses the findings from the observations.  It starts by
developing, from the initial outline in the introduction chapter, the description of the
control room, its operators and artefacts.  It then defines the categories of situations the
operators deal with and their available responses to give context to the main body of the
chapter dedicated to the description of the observations.

All operators will be referred to in the masculine.  A glossary of abbreviations is provided
on page 44.

4.1 The Control Room
The circular control room is shared in equal halves with the Northern Line and is further
subdivided into three physical tiers.  The Victoria Line half is manned by four operators at
any one time4.  On the top tier at the back is the Service Operator Information (the former
Information Assistant) whose role is to maintain the flow of information about the Victoria
Line to passengers and to the Network Operation Centre (NOC) which co-ordinates
information updates and emergency services for all LUL’s lines.  In front of him is the
Service Controller (SC) surrounded by his equipment consoles on the middle tier.  He in
turn overlooks the two Service Operators (SOs) at their signalling desk on the bottom tier
in front of the two diagrams of the line mounted on the curved wall.  These two displays,
by their size, dominate the control room, covering about one quarter of its circumference.

Despite the open plan, the control room ethos is to conduct verbal exchanges by phone
because they are recorded and therefore safeguarded in the event of legal action.
Nevertheless many conversations take place out loud over the consoles.  To see over
their desk the SCs have to stand or sit up earning themselves the nickname ‘meerkats’.

The Service Manager (the duty manger for all control room staff) occupies a separate
office nearby but visits regularly and is on hand for major incidents.  The team in the
control room is supported on the ground by a mobile Duty Manager Trains (DMT) and a
further two station-based DMTs at Seven Sisters and Brixton whose role it is to
thoroughly investigate delays and incidents and to manage the assignment of Train
Operators (TOs) to trains.

A command flow diagram is shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Command Flow at the Victoria Line

                                                
4 Three during the night shift, i.e. only one Service Operator.
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Sharing the room with the Northern Line enables the exchange of ideas for solutions to
issues, support during incidents and relief cover for lunches or sickness because many
operators are trained to work on both lines.

4.2 Equipment and Artefacts
The main equipment and artefacts used in the Victoria Line control room are summarised
here.  For a full account see Appendix D.

Line Diagrams

The Fixed Line Diagram (FLD) and, above it, the Programme Machine Diagram (PMD)
are both representational mimic diagrams of the line but they were not integrated when
built because their combination would have led to information clutter (Raffle and Sell,
1970) and they serve different purposes (see figure 4.4 below).

The FLD shows the southbound track above the northbound, all the signals, sidings,
platforms and station names.  Trains are indicated as a string of moving lights on the
track showing their location and separation in real time.  However control room operators
are practical about what the lights signify:

It’s only an indication, not guaranteed, there could be something there that’s
shorted the line out, like a tin can or silver foil.  You’ve got to go with what’s out on
the road.

(Service Manager, Victoria Line)

Nevertheless the primary purpose of the FLD is to show whether the service is running at
regular intervals and where delays are occurring.

The PMD displays the three-digit identification number and destination of trains
approaching each Programme Machine according to the timetable.  There is no positive
train identification and if service falls out of synch with the timetable the SO has to
manipulate the PM to bring it back into synch with what is happening on the ground while
the SC is trying to bring what is on the ground back into synch with the timetable.

The modes of the Programme Machines are shown by lights on the PMD and are red
(manual operation), amber (first train at signal goes through) and green (automatic
operation).  On entering the control room and seeing the colour of the lights on the PMD
the Service Manager instantly knows the state of the service as the ratio of red, amber or
green lights indicate the severity or calmness of the current situation.

A large digital clock is located between the two diagrams, visible to the entire control
room.

The Signalling Desk

The signalling desk (see figure 4.2 below) is manned by two SOs and comprises panels
of buttons that control the signals in the tunnels and the Programme Machine modes.

Connect Radio

Connect radio (see figure 4.3 below) was installed 18 months ago and is a PC-based
phone system and train locator with a touchscreen interface and a separate handset.
When a TO picks up his train he inputs the train number in the Connect radio set in the
train cab and the signal is picked up on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) back in the
control room.  The GUI comprises columns of train numbers under station headings and
functions for making calls.
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Figure 4.2: (top left): Service Operator’s Signalling Panel with Booking Sheets in foreground.
Figure 4.3: (top right): Connect radio monitor with handset in front.
Figure 4.4: (middle): Fixed Line Diagram showing ‘train’ lights and above it part of the Programme
Machine Diagram with two Programme Machines in green, automatic mode.
Figure 4.5: (below left): CCTV monitor (taken from Brixton Duty Manager Trains’ office).
Figure 4.6: (below right): Timetable showing chinagraph markings.
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First and foremost Connect radio is the direct communication with the TOs in their cabs.
Specifically it is a connection with the train cab, the TO may not be in the cab or may not
answer5.

Secondly it acts as a locator showing train id numbers under each station name heading.
Because it indicates trains on the approach to, as well as the platform of, a station it is
only an approximate locator.

CCTV

A CCTV monitor (see figure 4.5 above) provides views of the platforms and trains (usually
from the cab end of the platform), platforms of other interconnecting lines, entrances to
stations and escalators.

The Timetable

The timetable (see figure 4.6 above) is a paper-based schedule for the entire service as it
should run optimally.  The timetable includes times, train id numbers, allocated TOs.
Each page is held in a plastic sheaf so that any alterations to service can be marked up
with a chinagaph pencil.  Some of these markings are shown in figure 4.7:

train terminated          train out of turn        train cancelled         minutes late

Figure 4.7: Markings on the Timetable

A glance at the pages of the timetable gives a clear picture of what is happening on the
ground: lots of markings immediately suggest a serious incident whereas a clean page
suggests smooth running.

The Logbook

The SC is required to keep a handwritten record of everything that happens that is out of
the ordinary in a logbook.  This is a legal document used as evidence in court cases
should they arise.  The logbook also acts as a way to track that every incident is followed
through to the SC’s last point of responsibility.  It is an aide memoire for ongoing
incidents.  An event is crossed out when it is no longer ‘live’.  For instance a note such as
“4 engineers on the track” when crossed out means that the engineers are now off the
track.

Booking Sheets

The SOs fill in arrival times of trains at Seven Sisters and Victoria both North- and
Southbound on pre-printed sheets (see figure 4.2 above) which are a copy of the
timetable for those two stations only.  This coincidentally helps the SOs keep a mental
picture of what is happening on the ground.

4.3 Categories of Situations and Decisions
The goal of urban rapid transit line control is the mass movement of passengers at
regular and frequent intervals while minimising delays with respect to the timetable.  The
type of service is a function of the number of trains in service and their separation.
Service on London Underground is described as: good (no delays to passenger
journeys); minor delays (likely to delay passenger journey by 5-10 minutes); severe
                                                
5 This might be because the TO is incapacitated.  A TO is otherwise obliged to answer all calls.
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delays (quicker to take other forms of transport, likely to delay passenger journey by up to
30 minutes) and; (part) suspended (all or part of the line is not operational).

The point of reference for these descriptions is the passenger.  Because passengers are
unaware of a timetable, delays, or poor service, for them are caused by uneven and/or
infrequent numbers of trains arriving at the platforms.  The delay is to their overall journey
time.  However delays can also be viewed from the point of view of the operation of
service which is either optimal (i.e. preserving the integrity of the timetable) or ‘reformed’
in some way.  Delays from the point of view of operations are measured as deviation from
the timetable.

Therefore the situations that control room operators need to respond to are ones that
threaten to delay the optimal timetabled service.  The responses are to slow, hold,
reverse or cancel trains or move them into sidings and these are grouped into three
categories: regulated (cured), reformed or special.

Most of the time the SOs will regulate or ‘cure’ a problem which means holding trains
ahead and behind the delay to maintain some form of regularity of separation between
the trains.  If the delay is prolonged the SCs will take the decision to put into action a new
service in loops avoiding the problem so that as much of the line as possible, i.e. as many
customers as possible, retain some form of service.  This is called reforming the service
and involves turning trains early at stations like Seven Sisters or Victoria.  If the issue
persists or augments, the timetable is set aside entirely and in its place is put what is
called a special service with trains spaced out in relation to each other.  It is very rare that
the line has to be completely suspended.   The communication flow during an incident is
shown in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Communication Flows During an Incident
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Delays are caused by train faults, infrastructure problems or passenger incidents.

Train faults are mechanical issues, examples of which might be ‘doors failing to close’ or
‘train fails to start accurately in auto’.  The responses are in the DISI (Defective in Service
Instructions) and amount to trains being fixed while remaining in service or being
withdrawn either immediately or as soon as convenient.

Examples of passenger incidents are myriad and include passenger alarms (PEA) and
passengers falling ill.  Responses to passenger related delays, apart from whether
emergency services need to be called or not (something that is handed over from the SC
to the NOC to arrange), are to establish if the passenger can be moved so the train can
leave and if not, how long until the passenger will be attended to and moved.

Examples of infrastructure problems are signalling failures and track failures and as with
passenger issues the response is to discover what and where exactly the issue is and
how long an ensuing delay might be.

If trains are stuck in tunnels during any incident a best effort is made by the SC to ensure
that passenger comfort is considered – because on the Victoria Line there are more trains
than stations at any point there will be at least four trains in tunnels.  This may involve
evacuating passengers.

What emerges from the observation is that it does not matter what the delay is caused by
but whether the integrity of the timetable can be maintained and customers be provided
with a ‘Good’ service.  If the answer is no then what level of disruption will customers face
in their journey.  This is the trigger for the three response options SCs have and provides
the model shown in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Response Model for Line Control

4.4 Observations
When something kicks off you want to put away as many trains as possible either
in sidings or reverse them in loops.  But I tell you, when the Victoria Line kicks off,
it really kicks off.

(Service Operator, Victoria Line)

This part of the chapter details only a portion of the data due to limited space.  It builds up
from a picture of an ideal line control situation through various levels of disruption giving
rise to information seeking and responses on the part of the operators.  Each sub-section
integrates a description with a high-level discussion of SA and sense-making issues.  A
detailed discussion follows in Chapter 5.
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4.4.1 Anything for a Quiet Line

The ‘Q-word’ is not allowed in the control room.  Superstition has it that stating the line
seems quiet is the catalyst for disruption.  Nevertheless the line frequently runs quietly as
in the following description drawn from a number of observations.

On the ground, all trains have drivers, are operational and on time.  The track is supplying
current and driving codes, the signals are operating in automatic mode and all stations
are open and staffed.  Passenger volumes are as expected for the time of day and there
are no incidents holding up the service.  Everything is running to the optimal plan which is
the timetable.

In the control room the FLD has an evenly spread set of moving lights indicating trains
are on the go at regular intervals.  The PMD is indicating that the signals are operating
automatically according to the timetable of the day.  Connect radio is showing regular
movement of train numbers under each station heading.  NOC has had its half hour
update from the SOI to say the line has good service and in turn the updates from
connecting lines show good service too meaning there are unlikely to be unexpected
surges of passengers.  The phones are quiet.  SOs are engaged in banter with each
other and are making occasional attentional checks on the FLD to reset to zero their
subconsciously growing uncertainty about the state of the line.  The SC might be catching
up on logbook entries or other paperwork.  This is the time when cigarette breaks are
taken and cups of tea made.  The SM is in his office down the corridor.

Line control is highly situational and dynamic but also contained in terms of operational
trains on the move and passenger numbers on platforms.

You need to know the situation right now.  At any moment there are only so many
things going on.

(Service Controller, Victoria Line)

The SC can get a ‘picture’ of the situation at any point in time by looking at the FLD and
the timetable.  If there are no markings on the timetable he knows that the service is
running according to schedule and the Connect radio will be an accurate indicator of train
locations.

A shift handover – an exchange that was generally noted to take 2-3 minutes or up to five
minutes if an incident was still live – reveals how quickly and with what little information
this picture is made:

Example 1 – Shift Handover Dialogue

SC1 talks about cancellations on the timetable to SC2.

SC1: “all you’ve got to worry about is train [number] on [name] sidings.”

SC1 goes through logbook item by item with SC2.

SC1: “you alright with that?”

SC2: “yup.”

SC2 takes some time to familiarise himself with the position of each train comparing the
FLD with the timetable.

It particularly reveals the ideal state of knowledge an SC (and also an SO with the
booking sheets instead of the timetable) desires to have i.e. to know the position of each
train.  Additionally, knowing that these positions are changing and there is nothing
hindering the continuation of that change fills in more knowledge.

In terms of SA, in this optimal state, perception, understanding and prediction (levels 1, 2
and 3) flow easily and unhindered from the regular situation assessments drawn from the
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abstract mental picture and from available cues.  These cues emerge from the equipment
and from colleagues but are augmented by other factors such as time of day, day of
week, quality of information.  In line control, optimal SA should include level 3 (prediction
of the near future) because the line is running a scheduled service (or, from the
passengers’ point of view, a regular service), it is safety critical and it is a commercial
enterprise.

If SA happens to tally with what is going on on the ground so much the better (‘happens’
because the picture can be wrong to no ill effect – this will be discussed later).  If not, the
conflict alerts the mismatch detection system and breaks down any or all of the three
levels of SA.

4.4.2 Discrepant Information

Detection of discrepancies from the optimal plan – the timetable – can be sudden or can
accumulate gradually.  Three scenarios show this:

Example 2

A section of track lights up suddenly about the length of a train between Seven Sisters
and Tottenham Hale on the FLD.  The SO notices this immediately because he is looking
at Seven Sister’s station at the time to sign off a train on his booking sheet.  The new
lights do not move; nor do the lights indicating the signed off train.

Example 3

A train on the FLD is stationary at Green park southbound platform longer than the
normal turnaround time of about a minute.  Its signal is green to go.  The SO notices this
because it’s part of his role to monitor trains leaving stations.

Example 4

An uneven gap (separation) starts to form on the FLD.  The SC and the SOs all notice
this over the space of about 3-4 minutes.

In the case of example 4 uncertainty about what is happening grows over time but at any
point this gap could close.  That is not only the hope but, while there is no evidence to the
contrary, the expectation (gaps grow and shrink like a concertina).  When this is no longer
plausibly a normal gap, the SO will need to act.  This could be said too of example 3
where, once the train has been stationary beyond the plausible time for a station stop and
the signal lights are green, there is clearly something wrong.  However this example is a
much more immediately detectable problem.  In example 2 the unusual formation of lights
is also an immediate indication that something is wrong.

Sometimes the initial cue for detection itself suggests the need for further elaboration as
in example 2 with lights in a wrong place on the FLD.  The SO knows it is not a train
because in his own words “you know where the trains are”.  In example 3 the combination
of stationary train with green signal would instantly suggest something worth checking
out.

Sometimes there is no further information, for instance in example 4 where the gap has
been forming for a length of time.  Nothing further is sought out until time dictates.  Time
itself then becomes the cue that there is something wrong.

Discrepant situations can also be alerted by other means.  During an SC’s conversation
on the phone he stood up and raised his voice for one part of the exchange: “…we may
have passengers trackside6 at [station name]… ”  He then sat down again to continue
obtaining more information from his correspondent.  Is this actually a true incident or a
                                                
6 On the track (where the live rail is located).
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false alarm?  There is no other evidence in the control room however the seriousness of
the information warrants its being investigated.

Similarly TOs often call in with issues such as signals stuck on red.  Sometimes this is
because an SO has been distracted from turning a manual signal to green (example 3
could, for instance, have been caused by this oversight).  Other times, as will be shown
below, it warns of an emerging problem.

What is happening here is the switch to conscious attention that forms the genesis point
of sense-making, Weick’s (1995) surprise or Dervin’s (1983) gap.  There are things
happening but they are not going to the optimal plan.  Because the plan has been
compromised and it is difficult to understand what is happening no accurate prediction
can be made for the near future.  SA levels 2 and 3 need restoring.

4.4.3 Restoring Ideal Situation Awareness

Up to now the question has been whether there is actually something wrong.  Having
found out there is something worth unravelling it is the next step to find out what and then
to find out what exactly.  The ‘what’ restores level 2 understanding of the situation and the
‘what exactly’ helps project future events.

Consider the continuation of example 2 (the full transcript of this incident can be seen in
Appendix E):

Example 2.1 – Track Failure

…The SO explained: “I was waiting to sign off a train on the booking sheet at Seven
Sisters and it was stood still but the lights ahead lit up and looked odd and I knew it
wasn’t a train because you know where the trains are.  Then the TO called to ask why
there was a red signal ahead and I realised it was a track failure…  So first it looks like a
stationary train.  Then you notice the train behind it has been stationary too not moving
from the platform, so then you look at the timetable or booking sheet [to check which
train this could be] and by then the driver [of the actual train on the platform] will probably
have called you.”

Track failure is the failure of the current that sends power to the signals.  The failsafe is
that signals don’t clear and stick on red until manually changed by the SOs from their
control panel.  The representation on the FLD is that the bulbs for each section of track
failure light up.  If the failed section is short it could be mistaken for a stationary train.
There is a moment of discrepancy between what a light on the FLD characteristically
represents (a train) and what it is doing (not moving).  There is a delay in detection
because trains also stand still at times but not usually in tunnels.  The direct question
from the TO pushes any residual doubts aside.  A further cue for track failure is that a gap
starts to form in the line ahead.

The nature of this incident naturally suggests that the disruption to service is going to be
dramatic and total at the point of the disturbance.  In fact the service was reformed
without hesitation and eventually a special service (i.e. running without timetable)
implemented.  So in one fell swoop the situation has been detected, elaborated and
disambiguated.  SA is restored quickly because having realised that things are not going
to plan, the plan can be changed now (reforming the service).  An understanding of the
new plan and projections for the near future are established.

In practice this type of incident takes several hours to return to a ‘quiet’ line but in the
meantime constant reassessments and new plans are made (e.g. changing from
reformed service to special service) that require renewed SA for each turn of events.

What begins to emerge in Example 2.1 (and was observed on several other occasions) is
that details only matter in relation to who needs to assist and whether the train can move
or not.  In an incident where a passenger was ill on the train the questions asked by the
SC were about whether the person could be moved off the train so the train could move
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on.  This might seem heartless on first impression but the question is only intended to
clarify sooner rather than later whether the SC will have to reform the service or can just
cure it for a while until things get moving again.  This in part is because curing the service
is an easier job than reforming it, especially on the Victoria Line which has very few
sidings and turning points in which to store or turn trains and where it takes only 20
minutes for a delay at one end of the line to start affecting the other end.

The example of the SC alerting the control room out loud that there might be passengers
trackside is a similar example.  Everyone knows that the incident will definitely cause a
delay.  Elaboration will need to establish the level of injuries, if any, which emergency
services should attend and how long it will all take so that a decision can be taken for the
rest of the line.

Other Types of Elaboration

There is another set of elaboration situations where the SC and SO inform or question
each other about train number or order discrepancies which become de facto deviations
from the timetable.  Here there are no threats to service provision just a lack of tally
between their mental picture and the on-the-ground situation because neither the
timetable nor the FLD can tell the control room the actual order of trains.

For instance, when a train leaves a station out of turn according to the timetable the SO
will inform the SC: “I’ve got a pair for ya” meaning that two trains have swapped order.

In another example the SC needed a train to go to the depot but couldn’t see its number
on the Connect radio screen:

Example 5 – Wrong Train Number

SC asks SO over the desk, out loud: “that one at Vic north is 216?”

SO replies out loud: “yes it is”

SC: “it’s showing [on Connect radio] as 205”

SO: “well spotted guv”

SC calls TO: “can I just check your train number?”

Because the SC needed the 216 to go to the depot he couldn’t see it on Connect radio
so checked the timetable which showed 216 should have been around Stockwell.  He
guessed the TO had entered the wrong number in Connect radio.  Looked in the
timetable for which train should be ahead of 216 which was at Pimlico (245) so guessed
that the one behind 245 on Connect radio must be 216.  After confirming with the SO the
SC called the TO who realised he’d punched the wrong number (205) into Connect radio.

While the train was travelling with the wrong id the SC’s mental picture (unknown to him)
wasn’t tallying with what was on the ground but to no disadvantage to the service or to
passengers.  It was only when he needed the train to go to the depot that the discrepancy
was noticed.  Had an incident occurred involving train 216/205 it would have needlessly
complicated the disambiguation at a time of possible crisis.

What matters is not the physical discrepancy on the ground but the fact that the mental
picture is incorrect.  When a disruption happens the SC should preferably handle the line
from a position of ideal knowledge.  The benefit of this type of elaboration is the rebuilding
of abstract mental pictures of the line so that operators can make swifter, better decisions
when the moment of surprise is upon them.

It is co-incidentally interesting, in example 5, that the SC checks his own mental picture
against the SO’s as part of his elaboration.  This also happened during the track failure
incident (example 2) where the SOs spent time updating each other on train locations.
Also during that incident, while the SOs were regulating the service they repeatedly
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shouted up to the SC things like: “behind 216 South: 220.  Behind 220: 214, 215.”  This
and the “I’ve got a pair for ya” act as ‘pre-packaged’ pieces of sense.

4.4.4 The Barrier of No Information

Sometimes the information that is sought out is completely ambiguous or takes too long
to emerge.  The SC, regardless, will have to make a decision about what to do with the
line.

Consider Example 6:

Example 6 – Sluggish Train

The SM [who is making his half hourly visit to the control room] and the SC are looking
closely at the CCTV of a train.  Earlier in the day the train had had a fault which was
fixed, while in service, by an engineer who gave the all clear.  The details of this are
described in the logbook.  The SM observes the sluggish movement by looking at the
CCTV of the train pulling away from three consecutive stations.  Each time he debates
with the SC whether the speed is normal for that time of day (i.e. non-peak therefore low
volumes of passengers to weigh the train down).  The SM becomes increasingly
convinced that the train is behaving abnormally while the SC believes that the effect is
minimal and can just be regulated by the SOs.  In addition the SC has observed this
behaviour only on the northbound track and the TO has not called to say he thinks there
is anything wrong.  The SM gives the order for the train to be taken out of service with
immediate effect because the build up of delay could be too much even if only in one
direction.

The Service Manager makes a prediction of how events will unfold if the train is left on the
line.  His decision to take it out of service is, he feels, good enough even if not based on
actual information about the train failing.  He uses instead his experience of what trains
look like when they pull away from platforms which is a more plausible cue to him than
the engineer’s all clear.  The Service Manager makes a mental simulation of what is likely
to happen with a build up of slow delays and bases his decision on this.

In the continuation of example 3 the SO has notified the SC that a train is “sitting down at
Green Park southbound” and has now established, from the TO, that a Passenger
Emergency Alarm (PEA) has been pulled.  The usual procedure for a PEA is that the TO
or Station Supervisor goes in person into the carriage to find out the cause and reset the
alarm.  On this occasion it is taking longer than usual and neither the TO or the Station
Supervisor are reachable by the SC.

Example 3.1 – Passenger Emergency Alarm

SO calls up to SC out loud: “are we on the move at Green Park?”

SC out loud to SO: “just got his last carriage in the platform.”

SC is looking at the CCTV and trying to contact the TO and Station Supervisor to work
out what is happening.  The Station Supervisor has been seen on the platform earlier in
the incident.

SC thinking out loud: “I guess the supervisor can’t get through to the driver so is having
to walk down the train.”  The train eventually leaves.  The SC makes some more phone
calls.

The train is on the move again despite the exact cause of the PEA not being known.

A PEA incident instantly suggests there is going to be a delay.  However further
elaboration is needed to discover what category of delay this will be: long or short.  If a
PEA is a false alarm the train is off again quickly and the SO may only need to hold the
trains directly ahead and behind.  If there is an ill passenger on board, getting the
passenger off might take a bit of time but still the situation can be resolved fairly quickly.
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Here the SO will be more engaged in curing the line ahead and behind and passengers
will experience a slight delay.  If the passenger can’t be moved this is potentially going to
be a long delay as emergency services will need to attend.  Here the SC will have to
reform the service and passengers will experience noticeable delays.

The defining cue in example 3 is the fact that the supervisor was seen on the platform
earlier so the SC is ‘guessing’ that the Station Supervisor is attending to the problem and
that he will soon have some information to guide the SC’s next actions.  The fact that it is
taking so long without feedback is a possible indication that the incident might be serious.

A third example, after another PEA, is of a train still at the platform despite the TO having
told the SC that he is leaving the station.  The CCTV shows the doors are still open and
the SC is willing them to shut: “why aren’t the doors shutting?  Sometimes I think they
don’t realise we can see them.”  The SM believes it is “probably because the doors were
opened by force [for the PEA] so they have to be shut manually now.”  The SM has made
a plausible explanation as to why the situation is as it is and they both wait for the train to
leave because it is their expectation that it will.  It does.

The two PEA examples, with their lack of information and conflicting cues illustrate
something very important about line control: when to take the decision to reform the
service, especially in the absence of concrete knowledge of what is happening on the
ground.  One SC suggested: “when you’ve waited long enough.”  How long ‘long enough’
is is a matter of opinion and experience.

A novice (6 months) SC worked by a scheme where in the first 2 minutes some low
definition detail was required (there is a delay) but if this wasn’t forthcoming the SOs
could nonetheless be put on the alert to start holding trains.  In 2-6 minutes more detailed
information was needed but again if none was forthcoming the SOs would need to start
regulating the service more aggressively.  Over six minutes without any information on
what was happening would be the tipping point for the service to be reformed.  For this
SC, six minutes was ‘long enough’.

A highly experienced SC (20+ years) agreed with the first part of this scheme but felt that
the length of time without information could be stretched and was reliant on a myriad of
factors7.  For instance, in example 3.1 where the Station Supervisor was seen on the
platform earlier it is only a guess that he has boarded the train therefore only supposition
that he is dealing with the PEA and, in turn, only an assumption that there will be news
soon.  How might this incident have been dealt with had the Station Supervisor not been
spotted on the platform.  Presented as a hypothetical scenario to this experienced SC,
this latter situation might have made the difference between his acting to reform the
service at 8 minutes rather than at 10 minutes without information. This longer wait could
also reflect the experienced SC’s superior skill in actually reforming the service quickly
and effectively.  ‘Long enough’ is not just a timing issue but a collection of cues and
experience.

The Benefit of Elaboration

The benefit of the effort of elaboration is the restoration of as many levels of SA –
especially 2 and 3 in line control – as will enable accurate decisions to be made.  And the
benefit of accurate decisions is their impact on work in the control room and also on the
quality of service to passengers.  However as Rassmussen (1980) and Reason (1990)
suggest, the engagement of attention involved is effortful so if no elaboration seems
necessary the effort is not made at all.  Why check train number ids if there is no reason
to?

                                                
7 Other factors come into play such as the time of day, day of week (Sunday 10am compared to
Monday 8am) or point in the line (a disruption at the end of a line is easier to deal with than in the
middle).
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‘Surprises’ give operators the reason to engage attention and in a domain where no
discrepancy can be ignored, whatever the effort, it has to be made.  However that effort is
abandoned once a plausible elaboration is made.

Scenarios where there is no information forthcoming are interesting because it is in this
vacuum that the important levels (2 and 3) of SA for line control fail and sense-making is
fully engaged at its most effortful.  The SC, knowing there could be something wrong,
cannot understand what it truly is and therefore cannot make an accurate prediction of
what might happen or what he needs to do.  Dervin, (1983) would expect the information
that could fill this gap to have a tremendous amount of value.  Weick (1995) would
consider it mattering enough to warrant sense-making.

But information, such as there is, is ambiguous or uncertain and this prolongs the sense-
making process.  Operators continue to engage in guesswork and plausibility until they
reach their ‘long enough’ point and time steps in as the decisive cue.  Now it is a question
of what new plan to implement and how, not whether to implement a new plan.

4.5 The New Control Room
It was not possible to view the new control room but a simulator of part of the new
software was viewed briefly.  It displays, over two 19” PC screens, the signalling controls
and the line diagram. These two screens will each be split in half horizontally to show
system state displays and controls at the bottom with aspects of the line diagram above.
The latter, due to its length, will be scrollable therefore only displaying one part at a time
and it will be zoomable therefore only displaying varying levels of detail at one time.  It will
be possible to layer on various degrees of data fidelity such as train numbers and signals.
The signalling controls will be handled by editing (using mouse and keyboard) relevant
fields in the bottom half of the GUI.
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5.0 General Discussion
Line control at the Victoria Line consists of trains operating in tunnels, picking up and
setting down passengers in a continuous to-and-fro loop from one end station to the
other.  The operators, based in a room remote from the line, control the trains according
to a timetable.  This control involves knowing the position of each train, being able to
predict where each train will be next and knowing whether they are on time.

Observation of work at the Victoria Line has unravelled a story where operators take a
view on train positions through various sources: telephones to train cabs and station staff,
diagrams of the line, CCTV of platforms, annotated paper timetables, logbooks and each
other.  These sources give off cues that the operator uses to elaborate his mental picture
of the status quo.  The elaboration involves using situation assessments and sense-
making to build the mental picture and reduce ambiguity and uncertainty about what is
happening on the line.

However operators stop elaborating their mental picture when:

•  it is good enough to make them confident they are in control when things are
running according to plan or;

•  they have achieved a plausible enough mental picture with which to make a
response selection to regain control when discrepancies arise or;

• time has run out.

The need for ongoing elaboration comes about because the line is a dynamic operation
and, as Dervin (1983) states, reality fills with gaps as it changes.  These gaps, or
discrepancies, between the on-the-ground action and the operators’ mental picture will
need to be resolved if detected.  Although varied and unpredictable, these discrepancies
fall into limited categories depending on whether they allow or hinder the movement of
trains and from these categories the operator makes his choice for action having formed
his sense of what is happening.

Sense-making is poorly studied, if at all, in domains involving process control.  Studies
specifically about line control have been found to only allude to sense-making. For
instance, Luff and Heath (2000) talk about displays which can be altered to give views
relevant to particular circumstances or how operators discriminate the relevance of
information for their own use.  Garbis (2002) talks of ‘piecing together’, ‘establishing’,
‘integrating’ and ‘understanding’:

One of the most central tenets of control room work is trying to piece together all
incoming disparate bits of information into a large coherent picture, and thereby
establishing the overall status of the process which the operator team is
managing.  Given the time pressure, the large amount of information which needs
to be processed and integrated, and the fact that it is a question of teamwork, the
formation and maintenance of the overall situation, understanding can indeed be
very demanding.

(p. 10)

In light of the findings of this study it is posited that these excerpts suggest the
unrelenting ‘making of sense’ in line control and underscore it as an important process,
which, even if not recognised explicitly, is an unceasing activity.

So let us now develop this story in a way that has implications for the Victoria Line control
room upgrade – where new technology will supersede, but also mix with, old and where
two grades of operators may merge roles – to see how sense is made, what blocks it and
why it is necessary to make it.  The implications reach further than LUL into other
domains.
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5.1 How Sense is Made
In spotting discrepancies the SOs employ a binary detection system.  Separation is even
or uneven, trains are moving on not, in turn or out of turn, gaps are regular or growing.
Their cues, it has been shown, are mostly from the FLD, from TOs and from SCs.  Detail,
or fidelity, of the information is low: lights on a display, a ‘why is a signal red’ call, a
‘passengers trackside’ shout.  They don’t have CCTV because they don’t need to
investigate gaps in the FLD in depth.

When the SOs are no longer able to ‘cure’ the line the SC takes over.  This is because
the SC is the decision-maker and his responses affect the commercial running of the line,
passenger comfort and the work effort in the control room.

Once the SC is involved his first pieces of information can be quite low fidelity too.  A
passenger ill on a train is enough of a trigger to let him make some initial decisions like
asking the SO to space out the trains by holding them at signals.  But information is soon
required at a higher fidelity from more realistic sources, like actual pictures (CCTV) or
long descriptive conversations with people at the scene (TOs or Station Supervisors), in
case the incident creates a long delay.  This high fidelity information releases the SC from
sense-making into the next step of his line control procedures which is response selection
and implementation: decisions and actions.  Still, the sense that is made has a binary
nature: whether the likely length of the incident is long or short.

5.1.1 Implications for Upgrade

In thinking about the implications for the Victoria Line upgrade it is interesting to note that
the FLD and the timetable were the two artefacts most in use by the SO and SC during
incidents requiring disambiguation.  Where higher fidelity information was needed the
CCTV and phones (both Connect radio and pre-programmed landlines) were relied on
heavily.  Retaining these features as separate technologies and artefacts in the new
control room would act as recognition of what is important for sense-making i.e.
information fidelity and clarity and direct access to staff on the ground.

In the case of the FLD the new technology will be changing from a large-scale global
visual display (approximately 25’ x 6’) to a local screen-based display reducing the
amount that can be viewed at one time to what is visible on two (19”) screens.  The
display will also include the signal controls (this has been described in more detail in
section 4.5).

Garbis (2002) notes that:

It seems to be an ironical fact that computer systems, designed for centres of co-
ordination, tend to present information split into too many different displays. As a
consequence, cross-checking between particular individuals and within teams is
often hindered. In addition, the available computer systems often only display
certain instantaneous variables to individual operators while they, at the same
time, exclude historical information and the possibility to make predictions which
could be shared with other operators.  The result is that each operator often ends
up having access to a variety of localised perspectives without being able to
access a coordinated and holistic perspective of the situation through the given
systems.

(p. 10)

Reducing the viewing angle reduces the detection possibilities with implication for
operators’ opportunities to spot surprises which are the genesis point for sense-making.
Weick (1995) states repeatedly that a discrepancy must be noticed for sense-making to
begin.
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Wickens (1992) sheds some light on the issues affecting this last point.  He explains that
supervisory sampling involves looking for events (cues) in known locations and that
switching attention between events has cognitive costs: humans don’t want to sample a
location that is unlikely to have changed and yet the longer they leave taking a sample
the more their uncertainty needs resetting to zero.  This means that humans fall prey to
some of the limitations of attention.  Namely that they “select inappropriate aspects of the
environment to process [f]or example… decision-makers sometimes select salient rather
than diagnostic cues” (p. 74) or make intended but injudicious choices to process non-
optimal locations or they simply forget to sample some locations.

With respect to the SOs, who are used to monitoring a large-scale overview of the on-the-
ground operation as a whole and already have the cognitive cost of taking samples at
locations around the diagram, the 2-screen set-up adds, to their existing interactions, an
intermediate action of scrolling or zooming in order to make the attention switch.

Also, SOs will have, through experience, an expectation of when and where likely events
will happen on the FLD.  Observations showed incidents to mostly take place at stations
because that is where passenger accidents are most likely to happen and where
incidents can be more easily investigated and resolved by TOs and Station Supervisors8.
Therefore the train stop times at stations are where SOs will most likely concentrate their
attentions.  With their view of the line curtailed to a small window of information, might
they ignore or forget certain locations if looking takes extra effort.  They may prefer high-
incidence stations to low-incidence tunnels or even low-incidence stations.  Which in turn
begs the question of what happens if there is more than one incident occurring on the
line.  Might they become reliant on system alarms for anything beyond what they can pay
attention to or bring into view on their two screens.  Could this bias the judgements they
make about what is happening because they are not seeing the whole picture?

Two outcomes may ensue. One is that SOs might gravitate their monitoring strategy from
supervisory to target search (scanning for an event at unknown locations) when a
discrepancy arises because their 2-screen, edited view is not holistic enough.  The other
is that SOs might wait to be alerted to an incident by the staff on the ground and the “by
then the TO will have called you” (example 2.1) will sound more like “we just wait for the
TO to call us”, i.e. the reliance on TOs or Station Supervisors as the SOs’ primary cues
would increase manifold.

Conversely this might suit SCs well because their strategies for sense-making, which are
higher-fidelity elaborations, are usually triggered by a call from the TO the Station
Supervisor or the SO, i.e. a human, and rarely from the FLD direct.  In fact the FLD is
used only as back up information where CCTV has no reach. For instance when a train is
stopped in a tunnel the cost of taking a sample at this known location by editing the view
on the small screen is not effortful to an SC.

5.1.2 Implications for Role Merger

The above issue has a simple implication for the role merger: will SCs make better
operators in the upgraded control room?

Although it was not within the scope of this study the effects on the new roles of going
without the support of the Northern Line operators would make an interesting post-hoc
study.

There are also other implications for the possible role merger.  Some LUL lines don’t
have SCs and SOs in the same room but the Victoria Line has grown up with this set up
from the start.  An important thing to have developed in this setting is the audible backup
the two operator grades give each other.  Weick (1995) notes how sense is often made
because “people know what they think when they see what they say” (p. 106).  While

                                                
8 For instance when a PEA is pulled in a tunnel the train continues to the next station.
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operators were seen to do this for themselves when vocalising guesswork they were also
observed to do it for each other when throwing ‘packets of sense’ back and forth to each
other and when they were checking their own mental pictures against their colleagues’.  If
roles merge, this latter important and unconscious sense-making strategy would be lost
were operators no longer to say what they think out loud because there is no-one to
‘catch’ the thought.  Much of the co-operation that goes on between operators on the
Victoria Line is supported by this subtle, tacit (if out loud) communication.  Local actions
may no longer be turned into global ones, someting Heath and Luff (1992) found so
important in line control.

More importantly the strategies the two different roles work by are conflicting.  The SO is
basically concerned that trains are in turn and evenly spaced and he uses the signals to
control this.  His sense is made within these parameters.  The SC is concerned with the
situation (in most cases an incident) and his sense-making is used in categorisation for
problem-solving.  The higher fidelity information sought out by the SC helps him make
accurate decisions for the line like swapping from reforming to special service.  The skill
of the SO is to be able to dextrously handle the signals and Programme Machines to
send trains to the desired location.  The skill of the SC lies in being able to juggle
between his available options with the finesse and dispatch that will return the service to
optimal, timetabled running as quickly as possible.  As merged roles, will previous sense-
making biases affect the sense that is sought and the decisions that are made from it?

The switching point from low to high and preferences for one or other fidelity or strategy
are important aspects of daily work in many domains.  For instance, in medical intensive
care scenarios, switching from monitoring a patient’s vital signs to responding to
symptoms of a sudden deterioration.  No current literature was found on this theme so it
would make an interesting further study to see if there is a difference between how
nurses and doctors make sense of symptoms.  Or, more generically, how two grades of
operator respond to the same stimuli.

5.2 Blocks to Sense-making
Blocks to sense-making were observed to take two forms. One was uncertainty or
ambiguity about the information available and the other block was complete lack of
information.

5.2.1 Uncertainty and Ambiguity

The problem with uncertainly is that “people lack understanding of how components in the
environment are changing (state uncertainty), or of the impact of environmental
changes... (effect uncertainty) or of the response options available to them (response
uncertainty)” (Weick, 1995, p. 95).  And “the problem in ambiguity is not that the real
world is imperfectly understood and that more information will remedy that.  The problem
is that information may not resolve misunderstandings” (Weick, 1995, p. 92) if it is of the
wrong sort.In short, to remove uncertainty supplementary information is required and to
remove ambiguity information of a different quality is required.  “Prolonged episodes of
sense-making may occur when a need for more information (ignorance, uncertainty) is
mislabelled as a need for different kinds of information (confusion, ambiguity)” (Weick,
1995, p. 99) and vice versa.

It appears, on short inspection, that the new line control software might be addressing this
in terms of operators being able to switch on or off various layers of data. In doing this
they are able to choose more or different kinds of information (also at lower or higher
fidelity) by zooming or scrolling, depending on need.  However the drawback of displaying
so much on only two screens has the counter-effect of limiting or confusing the
information provision as was shown in section 5.1 above. This was already pointed out by
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Raffle and Sell’s (1970) finding that to combine the PMD and FLD of almost 40 years ago
alone would have led to too much clutter.

In the case of the timetable – a source of ambiguous or uncertain information if not
updated and a local artefact which the SO doesn’t see – this could be made globally
available and its annotations could be editable.  A shared tool such as an annotated
timetable could mean that each operator updates the shared picture as soon as he knows
there is a discrepancy.  This might not eliminate but could potentially reduce uncertain or
ambiguous information.  Similar work has been done in ATC on “augmented paper flight
strips” (Mackay, 1999, p. 311), which are individually annotated but shared artefacts.
Future work in this area could not only benefit other domains but also other task types.
For instance systems for night- and day-shift handovers (see Garbis, 2002) or for
maintenance operators to update their completed actions giving permission to continue
work (see Miller, 1991) to normal operators who in turn use the system to notify faults.

5.2.2 No Information

During the observation it became very clear that the major bottleneck for sense-making in
the control room turned out to be the ground staff (Station Supervisors and TOs) who,
being the control room’s eyes and ears, at times, failed to provide.  Let us consider a
hypothetical PEA pulled because a passenger has fainted on a train.  The PEA is a
trigger to say that there will be a delay.  The fainted passenger is a trigger to say that the
delay will be long since it may not be possible to move him until paramedics attend.
Current provision enables the TO to see that an alarm has been pulled and to inform the
SC straight away.  The TO is then obliged to leave his cab to investigate the cause during
which time there is, in effect, a news blackout.  The provision of a 2-way PA from the cab
to the carriages would allow the TO to get some more detailed information to pass on to
the SC before he sets off into the train.  So in the first minute of the incident the SC also
knows it will be a long delay.  He has enough elaboration of the incident to already
implement a plan of action because he can make projections for the near future.  CCTV
of each carriage fed to the TO (or better still the SC) or a mobile handset for Connect
radio, would be solutions to this particular problem making the emergence of incident
information clearer, more immediate, and therefore faster to resolve.

5.3 Why Make Sense?
The thrust of Weick’s (1995) description of sense-making is that it is a process by which
something is discovered or created.  That ‘something’ is meaning that resolves the
situation or it is a problem to be solved which pushes action forward into decisions and
resolutions. This is why people make sense and in a changing environment why sense
has to be continuously made.  However it was noted at the start of this chapter that
operators stop elaborating their mental picture at three given points.  What these points
all have in common is that they are when a ‘good enough’ state of knowledge has been
achieved for the situation at hand.

If the line is running well, a wrong picture can be erroneously maintained while no
disruption to that picture is detected.  This is an unwitting ‘good enough’ state and
problems only arise in the event of an incident when the mismatch is discovered.

If there are incidents on the line the SC will attempt to elaborate but even when the on-
the-ground and mental picture states tally, the elaboration efforts may yield ambiguous or
uncertain information.  Here Klein states that “we are prepared to explain away one or
two exceptions” (1998, p. 187).  Because humans are pattern matchers rather than
calculating optimisers (Reason, 1990) it is considered that plausibility is more useful than
accuracy (Weick, 1995).  The problem with this is that the elaboration could be wrong or
not enough.
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If there is no information forthcoming during an incident the SC will wait ‘long enough’ to
select a response.  The timing of, and strategy for, this selection vary between expert and
novice and are based on an unwillingness on the part of the operators to incur
unnecessary work that requires prolonged recovery (it can take upwards of two hours to
recover from a reformation).  Waiting causes problems if ‘long enough’ ends up being too
long so that recovery is complicated further.  Waiting is also a gamble if curtailed
prematurely by a decision to act (for instance reform the service) but the problem
suddenly resolves itself (the train moves on as in example 3.1).

Also experts have access to a more plentiful supply of mental models and of a more
refined quality than novices.  An expert will know instantly what a novice might have to
raise questions about.  An expert might push the boundaries of when he can make
decisions while a novice will stick with formulaic timings.

What we see here is that sense-making in line control is characterised by guesswork,
plausibility, and satisficing.  Brehmer (1987b) showed that diagnosticians utilise few
symptoms, integrate information additively, are not consistent (although predictable tasks
increase consistency but complex tasks decrease it), vary widely inter-individually
including among experts.  In summary, diagnostic tasks are probabilistic.  So in a control
room scenario decision-making will be approached in individual ways the more complex
and unpredictable they are.

Klein (1998) concurs.  In its simplest form his Recognition-Primed Decision Model
(RPDM) involves seeing a situation as typical.  That is, recognising plausible goals,
relevant and important cues and expectancies to prepare for surprises and typical
responses or actions.  If the situation is seen as typical the associated typical response
will probably succeed.  Klein considers this simple version of the RPDM a model of
intuition.  But:

Intuition has a bad reputation compared with a judgement that comes from careful
analysis of all the relevant factors.

(p. 34)

In more complex form the RPDM will involve more attention when diagnosing.  There
might be uncertainty about a clear match to typical cases or ambiguity if the match is to
two or more typical cases.  More or different information respectively will be needed.

The situation may have been misdiagnosed which will be noticed when expectancies are
violated.  In this case a best match from existing interpretations is sought or ‘excuses’ are
built in to the diagnosis to account for the anomaly and make it more plausible.  This is
also noted in sense-making.  An illustration of this was the assumptions made about the
Station Supervisor seen on the platform during a PEA in example 3.1.

The outcome may need evaluating by mental simulations, which are adjusted, rejected or
implemented.  Again, this strategy is susceptible to plausibility and recognised by Klein as
fallible.

Two important points emerge from this theory and model.  One is that first options are
usually good enough so there is no need to produce large numbers of alternatives.  In
fact mental simulations can help make the selected option stronger by working through
any weaknesses.  The second is that as experience expands (i.e. with a bigger portfolio
of mental models and prototypical situations) decision-makers become better poised for
action and not stifled by the decision-making process itself.

However the findings for this project vary slightly from the RPDM in that there was
evidence that time was taken to be as certain as possible that the ‘good enough’ option
should be implemented. A kind of optimised ‘good enough’.  Operators appeared to keep
looping through a sense-making process with guesswork (for instance in examples 3.1
and 6) until ‘long enough’ was reached.
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At the Victoria Line there are several reasons for this.  Firstly, while in military or fire-
fighting domains lives are immediately at risk, in railway operation the motivations for
response selection are balanced between passenger comfort and commercial
considerations i.e. significantly less risky although still subject to criticism (even legal
action) if wrong.  Secondly, to avoid extra work because no-one wants the effort of
undoing a reformation or returning to timetabled service from special service if it wasn’t
needed in the first place.  Conversely, thirdly, to beat the ‘long enough’ deadline because
then extra work will be needed for sure.  Finally, as mentioned above, in a time-critical
setting operators need to release their efforts for making decisions.  But those decisions
are limited to whether to reform the service or cure it. The only choice then becomes
when to make the choice, as seen above, because time becomes the ultimate cue.

Making sense then is in the service of making decisions or resolving surprises.  So when
the repertoire of decision options is limited does this have an influence on how and why
sense is made?  It certainly seems to be the case in line control at the Victoria Line.  How
might this differ in a domain such as medical care where the responses are seemingly
limitless and yet might boil down to switching life support on or off?

5.4 Summary
Operators at the Victoria Line control room employ an ongoing sense-making process in
their work to update their SA. This SA has a binary flavour: is there a discrepancy worth
following up or not?  If there is they need to know if it will cause a delay or not and
whether that delay is going to be long or short.  Furthermore the information they use is
low or high fidelity.  The SA they finally settle on for a given situation is used to inform
decisions for how best to manage the line.

The strategies for sense-making are dependent on what responsibilities for the line each
operator has and therefore on role.   So operators will be susceptible to cues according to
different biases and will search them out with differing strategies.  This has an undoubted
impact if roles are to be merged in the new control room.

There is also an impact on the work of line operation if changes to technology inhibit
established sense-making processes especially where the genesis of the process is
blocked or rendered ambiguous or uncertain.

However when sense-making is engaged we have seen that guesswork and ‘good
enough’ information is perfectly acceptable even in safety critical, highly commercial
domains.  In fact even when information is not available decisions about how to proceed
still have to be taken because the operator’s expertise lies in being poised for action
rather than blocked by the process.  These information barriers usefully show us the
bottlenecks for sense-making where technology might be at its most useful.

Finally, operators are faced with a limited repertoire of responses the implementation of
which is affected by an unwillingness to enter into protracted work unnecessarily and this
in turn affects the timing of their decision-making.
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6.0 Conclusion
A user-centric view of the monitoring work involved in line control at the Victoria Line has
revealed that operators, using different strategies according to their role, tend towards
‘good enough’, satisficing approaches in their sense-making.  It has also exposed that the
fidelity of information sought for sense-making varies not just by role but according to the
time left for decision-making. Finally it has revealed that, even when sense-making is
blocked through lack of information sources, operators are able to make decisions
nonetheless, perhaps because they are drawing on a limited repertoire of available
responses.

The impact of these findings for the Victoria Line upgrade and for future work will be dealt
with in turn and the chapter will end with a critique of the study as a whole.

6.1 Strategies
This study found that the SO and SC are used to disambiguating situations and
information using different cues with different strategies.  SOs are concerned with train
positions and order and their sense-making focuses on binary detection processes.  SCs
need to elaborate an incident for problem-solving and their sense-making is geared
towards more descriptive, higher fidelity sources from on-the-ground staff.  Basically the
SCs’ and SOs’ dexterity is manifested in different ways, physical and cognitive
respectively.

In terms of the upgrade and the possible merging of roles this could mean that SCs have
a more natural propensity for the new combined role so training efforts should be
focussed differently for SCs and SOs.

Beyond the need to maintain their Situation Awareness, SCs and SOs only go to the
effort of sense-making if there is reason to suspect an ambiguity between actual actions
and predicted actions.  And when they do employ sense-making for disambiguation they
use satisficing strategies which depend on what they deem the important elements of a
situation to be.  So they focus on plausible information and opt for good enough ‘sense’.
Ideal SA after all need not be correct SA.  This strategy also depends on the operators’
own array of knowledge sources, which include mental pictures from which they can run
simulations from previous prototypical examples (this has expert/novice implications
which was beyond the scope of this study).

So, when considering the equipment of the new control room, retaining equipment that
bridges the information gap between on-the-ground staff and control room operators is
paramount.  Additionally, the existing technology that is frequently relied on for this
purpose such as the FLD, phones and the CCTV could be enhanced by 2-way
communication in the trains from carriages to TOs.  Information about incidents can then
be relayed sooner and with more detail to the control room making the SC’s decisions
more timely and concrete, which in turn would reduce unnecessary effort.

For the HCI community, an investigation of how operators quicken the sense-making they
engage in, perhaps by using least effort strategies, or by ignoring or prioritising cues,
could shed light on why problems are cured the way they are.  This in turn is important
when designing not just technology but tasks and jobs.

This study also found that given a time limit for decision-making and little or no
information about an incident, operators maintained the sense-making process in
progress until time was up.   Furthermore that time limit differed according to operator
with experienced SCs tending towards a looser interpretation while more novice SCs
stuck to formulae.  As the former point varies slightly from Klein’s (1998) RPDM it would
make interesting further work to investigate this.
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6.2 Information Fidelity
The ways in which information fidelity is utilised was described above. The technology in
the new control room will not only merge information sources such as the FLD and PMD it
will also encompass signal editing controls and, because all the information is reduced
onto two screens, it will operate via modes, zooming and scrolling.  This has the benefit
that operators will be able to choose their fidelity levels. Reducing viewing angles and
windows of information has considerable drawbacks however.  SOs may find it more
effortful to detect surprises coming to rely on system alerts and calls from staff on the
ground instead.

It is therefore suggested that LUL retain the full view FLD in the new control room and
that, again, particular consideration is given to SOs’ training for the new role.

Future work on this theme could look at the effects of fidelity requirements for different
task types within the same domain. For instance, night-time and daytime or maintenance
and normal operation of systems.

Also, in terms of maximising the fidelity of information, work on individually annotated but
shared artefacts has already been carried out in ATC for instance.  The value of this area
of study has mounting relevance in a world where co-workers are increasingly not co-
located.

Finally, how people alter their workspace would be an interesting area of investigation
since alteration implies not only recreating your environment for physical ease of use but
also for cognitive ease of interpretation.

6.3 Restricted Repertoire of Responses
In a domain where there are only a finite amount of things that can be going on and only
a finite set of variables to take into consideration it emerged that there was only a finite
number of responses that could be implemented to restore optimum, timetabled service.
These were to cure the service, reform it or put it into special service and this repertoire
will not change in an upgraded line.

Recommendations for LUL centre around making sense easier and swifter to achieve as
outlined in the previous two sections so that the responses can be chosen with more
assuredness.

However future work could look in detail at whether a narrow repertoire of available
responses has an effect on the strategies employed or the information fidelity needed to
make sense of a situation and restore Situation Awareness.

6.4 Critique
In order to study sense-making at the Victoria Line this project developed a bespoke
method and questioning technique to drill down to the genesis point of sense-making. For
a pilot project, ten sessions were enough for general themes to start repeating.

While the method worked very well it would have benefited from a second observer so
that data could be recorded from both of the main operators (the SC and SO) in tandem
during an incident. This could have created a much richer data picture and could underlie
the method in a similar future study.

Nevertheless, it is felt that nothing was lost by not being allowed to record video or audio
since elaboration efforts for sense-making were drawn out by questioning and not just by
observation.

Being able to ask questions in the course of incidents during realtime observation and
member confirmation after the fact proved to be more revealing than posing hypothetical
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situations to operators.  This would suggest that sense-making is highly situational and
examining the process via simulations would be of little benefit.

The expectations for HCI from the literature on the subject of sense-making were narrow
but this study has found three areas of interest with possible implications for HCI design.

Firstly, finding the genesis point of sense-making means that technology can be located
physically at the point of most relevance.  Secondly, discovering what ‘sense’ actually is
in each domain (in LUL it is just enough information) gives an indication of what cues are
used and at what fidelity they need to be established. This might make a difference to
role- or task-design.  Finally, by looking at what sense is possible and what is needed the
cost benefit of elaboration can be surmised. This is important for HCI because, in safety-
critical systems especially, where operators in supervisory roles (those notoriously bad
monitors) cut corners is where accidents are likely to happen.

At a higher level how can the study of sense-making benefit HCI in general?  The crux of
sense-making lies in how easily and swiftly it takes place.  This need not be via
technology that attempts to increase the volume or alter the quality of information
provision. Humans become inured to information overload, ignore most of it and focus
instead of residual highlights, which in turn affect sense-making.  A study of sense-
making shows that however perfect or bespoke the ‘C’ in HCI is, it is the ‘H’ who will
manipulate information through his technology in increasingly individual, unaccountable
ways if he cannot make sense of it.
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Glossary of Abbreviations

DMT Duty Manager Trains

FLD  Fixed Line Diagram

GUI  Graphical User Interface

LUL London Underground Limited

NOC  Network Operations Centre9

PEA Passenger Emergency Alarm (i.e. an incident where the PEA is pulled)

PM  Programme Machine

PMD  Programme Machine Diagram

RPDM Recognition-Primed Decision Model10

SA  Situation Awareness11

SC  Service Controller

SM Service Manager

SO  Service Operator

SOI  Service Operator Information

TO Train Operator12

                                                
9 London Underground Limited headquarters.
10 Klein (1998).
11 Note that situation assessment is a different term and is always written out and in lower case.
12 Driver
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Appendix A – London Underground Limited Structure
Due to decades of underinvestment London Underground Limited (LUL) was split into
four companies under Public Private Partnership (PPP) initiative contracts that ensure 30
years of development.  These comprise one public sector operating company, LUL itself,
responsible for overseeing safety and engineering standards and for running the trains,
stations and collecting fares.  The other three are private sector infrastructure companies
(infracos) responsible for funding, renewing and maintaining LUL’s assets which are the
trains, tunnels, tracks, signals and stations.  The Victoria Line’s infrastructure falls under
the mandate of Metronet infraco (Metronet, 2008).

London Underground Limited

Infrastructure Companies (Infracos)

Responsible for funding, renewing and maintaining
assets

Assets are trains, tracks, tunnels, signals and stations

Operating Company (Opsco)

Responsible for running trains
and stations, collecting fares
and overseeing safety and
engineering standards

Private Public

Metronet† – BVC

Bakerloo

Victoria

Central

Metronet† – SSL

Metropolitan
District
Circle
Hammersmith &
City

Tubelines – JNP

Jubilee

Northern

Picadilly

London Underground Ltd.

All lines

* responsible for management of PPP contracts

† Metronet became publicly owned in May 2008 and is now under the control of TfL.

Department of Transport

Mayor of London

Transport for London (TfL)*

Commissioner and Board
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Appendix B – Control Room Roles

Service Manager

The Service Manager (SM) is the senior duty manager on the line with overall
responsibility and authority for all staff on shift.  SMs are recruited from service control or
operations management backgrounds in, for instance, buses, trains or services like the
RAC.  Customer awareness in terms of an understanding of providing services to big
groups of people is paramount.  Internally they need to have management structure
awareness, an understating of colleagues’ roles and an empathy with their issues.

Their role is to take a strategic overview of the line during an incident – i.e. any delay over
15 minutes although they like to be informed immediately about any delay over 5/6
minutes – their primary contact being with the Service Controller.  During an incident the
SM will be 4th or 5th in line to be called by the Service Controller.  This means that once in
the control room the SM will need an appraisal of events which will automatically be a
diluted version.

Apart from incidents, the SM will visit the control room on a regular basis during normal
operation.

Service Controller

The control room itself is under the management of the Service Controller (SC) who has
responsibility for line control in the sense of delivery of the service and its recovery after
delays and incidents.  This is reflected in his physical location at the centre of the room
between the Service Operator Information and the Service Operator.

SCs were once recruited internally from the pool of Train Operators.  This was because it
was thought that TOs were better problem solvers than Service Operators and had a very
clear mental picture in terms of both the physical line itself and the practical operation of
the line.  However with the advent of direct communication with the control room, Train
Operators are not as prone to solve incidents for themselves and therefore do not make
as good problem-solvers as before.  SCs have more recently been recruited from military
or police backgrounds because it is believed they possess the necessary structured,
procedure-following thinking for dealing with incidents.  The drawback is that these
recruits do not have a thorough knowledge of the railway on the ground.

The SC is the decision-maker for safety critical and important strategic changes to service
such as how to alter the service to maintain regular train separation.  He responds to
disruptions by slowing, holding, reversing or cancelling trains or moving them into sidings.
Ironically this is more complicated on the Victoria Line precisely due to one of its unique
characteristics which is that it has no branches.

The SCs’ goals are to maintain a regular service with respect to passengers, minimise
delays with respect to the timetable, ensure each train has a Train Operator assigned
and, in the event of an incident, avoid trains with passengers being stuck in tunnels.  To
do this they:

•  generally monitor the Fixed Line Diagram (as a back-up to the Service Operator
monitoring) for gaps in service;

• strategise when problems arise but involve the SM when an incident requires major
decisions;

•  assess and predict (when information is available) or decide (when it is not) how
long a delay will be and act accordingly to ensure as near to good service to
passengers as possible;

• weigh up whether to involve the emergency services or other agents;
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•  inform relevant parts of the organisation including the SM immediately after an
incident;

• maintain awareness that Train Operators need to take comfort breaks and meals
and need to have an equal spread of trips.

Depending on the situation SCs have a set priority order of communication during an
incident:

• Train Operators e.g. to hold the service (usually individual Train Operators but could
be a group call);

• Station Supervisor at a location;

• Service Operators;

• Service Manager;

•  Network Operations Centre (NOC – the information centre for all LUL lines) who
broadcast the information to other control centres (one of the first actions the NOC
will take is to phone the SM so the SC needs to make sure he is in the loop first as
he needs to be prepared for that call);

•  Fault Report Centre to report service equipment failure e.g. signals failure – this
must be reported within 15 minutes;

• mobile DMT (the office DMTs see relevant information online );

• mobile Train technician;

• British Transport Police;

• Emergency Response Unit.

For instance, in the case of passenger emergency alarm (PEA) the order of
communication is likely to be: Train Operator, Station Supervisor, SM, NOC.  If it is a
false alarm it might take a few minutes to resolve.  If it is serious an ambulance may be
required.  Another more serious example is in the case of someone hit by a train on the
track.  In this case the order of communication is likely to be Train Operator, Station
Supervisor, Leicester Square (power for traction current), NOC, Mobile DMT, SM.  See
also figure 4.8 Communication Flows During an Incident on page 23.

Because their desk is raised and has a bank of equipment shielding them from the
Service Operators, the SCs cannot overhear Service Operator’s general conversations or
see their physical activity.  However they can hear Service Operators if the latter raise
their voices and to see them properly they stand up “like meerkats” (Service Operator,
Victoria Line).

Service Operator

The Service Operator (SO) is responsible for all signal operations and control of signal
equipment.  SOs are recruited from all backgrounds externally and internally from station
staff or TOs.  The characteristics that make a good SO, apart from being a clear
communicator, are an ability to act methodically in order to understand how to regulate
the service.  Their role is safety-critical at low level

From 7am to 10pm there are two SOs at the signalling desk and at other times one is
sufficient to undertake the tasks of the role which are to:

• monitor for gaps in the Fixed Line Diagram;

• even out (regulate) gaps in the service (involving low-level judgement and decision-
making without the intervention of the SC) by controlling the automatic signals
either by placing the PM in a different mode and/or by activating the signals direct
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(note that it is not necessarily advantageous to be able to control all the signals
due to overload so the SOs are given control of only the crucial ones);

•  react with speed and accuracy to instruction from the SC during an incident by
manually handling trains into sidings and loops while avoiding passengers ending
up in tunnels;

•  keep a written record of the service to monitor how well they have regulated the
service.

SOs are first in line for calls from Train Operators for low-key problems.  If the issue is
more involved it is passed on to the SC.

SO’s are better able to hear SC conversations because SCs face them and their voices
project naturally in their direction.  However SCs do need to raise their voices if
something is of particular importance and if they need to attract the SOs’ attention they
usually call on the telephone.

Train Operators

Driving a train on the Victoria Line is largely a monitoring task because train movement is
automated.  The trains are programmed to stop in the correct position on the platform.
CCTV and a mirror at the headwall13 give the Train Operator (TO) a view of what is going
on along the platform.  TOs open and close doors, wait for a green signal and the correct
code and press two14 start buttons to leave the station.  In terms of driving the train
manually this can be done by setting the controls in his cab to enable this mode of
operation.

In the event of an incident or fault the TO will call either the SC or the SO depending on
the incident severity.  As has already been noted, TOs troubleshoot their own problems
less and are more reliant on the control room for help.

Service Operator Information

While performing a crucial role in regularly informing passengers and station staff of the
general state of service the role of the Service Operator Information (SOI) is not a focus
of this project because their contribution in the control room, on the whole, is one of
absorbing information from the SC rather than providing it.  SOIs do not have a direct
effect on the running of the line and on decision-making and their role is not safety-
critical.

                                                
13 The point at the head of the platform in line with the TO’s cab.
14 This is a safety feature as one button alone could be pressed by accident.
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Appendix C – Merged Roles of Service Controllers and Service
Operators

Individual Merged

Service
Controller

Tactical Input – has responsibility for
line control in the sense of delivery
of the service and its recovery after
delays and serious incidents.

Service
Operator

Implementation – Responsible for all
signal operations and control of
signal equipment

Tactical Input and Implementation –
Multi-functional role, combining line
control and signal operations.
Responsibility for all service
decisions within their area of control.
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Appendix D – Control Room Equipment and Artefacts

Globally Shared Equipment

The Fixed Line Diagram and, above it, the Programme Machine Diagram dominate the
room taking up about one quarter of its circumference.  They are both representational
mimic diagrams of the line but they were not integrated when built because their
combination would have led to information clutter (Raffle and Sell, 1970) and they serve
different purposes.

Both diagrams are referenced by all the control room staff but their finer detail such as
signal directions and modes (on the Fixed Line Diagram) and train numbers (on the
Programme Machine Diagram) are discernable only to the SO whose job it is to interpret
and control these aspects of the displays.

Fixed Line Diagram

The Fixed Line Diagram (FLD) shows the southbound track above the northbound, all the
signals, sidings, platforms and station names.  The actual tracks cross over at Oxford
Circus and back at King’s Cross but are kept straight on the FLD for ease of
understanding since it makes no difference to the mental model for general running of the
line.  Only when engineers need to be sent down to the line do SCs need a more
accurate mental model of the line and this is obtained from the laminated track diagram
binder on their desks.

Trains are indicated as a string of moving lights on the track showing their location and
separation in real time.  However this is not guaranteed true because bulbs might have
blown or the scanning on the track (picking up the presence of a train) may have failed
leading to loss of indication.

Control room staff are practical about what the lights signify: “it’s only an indication, not
guaranteed, there could be something there that’s shorted the line out, like a tin can or
silver foil.  You’ve got to go with what’s out on the road” (Service Manager, Victoria Line).

Nevertheless the primary purpose of the FLD is to show whether the service is running at
regular intervals and where delays are occurring.  The SM has a browser-based version
of the FLD called Trackernet in his office.

Programme Machine Diagram

Were the Programme Machines (PMs) controlling the signals to run without incident they
would automatically control the passage of trains, in order and basically do the central
work of the SO.  However since delays do occur they, in essence, count the passage of
trains and are managed and altered by the SO from the signalling panel on his desk.

The Programme Machine Diagram (PMD) shows the location of the PMs that can be
controlled from the signalling desk.  It displays the three-digit identification number and
destination of trains approaching each PM according to the timetable.  There is no
positive train identification and if service falls out of synch with the timetable the SO has
to manipulate the PM to bring the machine back into synch with what is happening on the
ground while the SC is trying to bring what is on the ground back into synch with the
timetable.

The modes of the PM are shown by lights on the PMD and are:

Red – manual operation.  This means that the signal in the tunnel won’t change
from current setting until the SO changes it.

Amber – first come first served.  This means that, depending on the destination,
the first train to arrive at a signal will go through even if it’s not the one on the
schedule.
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Green steady – Programme machine mode.  This means that the PM controls the
trains according to the timetable but if there is a discrepancy between the train at
the signal and what the PM is expecting an audible warning goes off as does a
light on the Warning Bar (between the PM diagram and the FLD).  This gives the
Service Operator one minute to act and if not the train is routed as if it were in
amber mode on a first come first served basis.

Green flashing – Programme machine only.  This does only what is in the PM
and indicates that the Warning Bar isn’t operational.

Although it can be seen by all the control room staff the PMD is used by them in different
ways.  We have seen that the SO is the primary user as an information source and as its
manipulator.  On entering the control room and seeing the colour of the lights on the PMD
the Service Manager instantly knows the state of the service as the ratio of red, amber or
green lights indicate the severity of an incident.  The SC rarely references the PMD
because he is aware of the location of trains from his mental picture of the service.  His
memory and the timetable act as positive train identification.

Warning Bar and Digital Clock

The Warning Bar is located between the two mimic displays and shows alarms for
discrepancies between the PMD and the FLD.  Specific reasons for discord are
categorised as: out of agreement, out of turn, no description, storage, extra train, train
cancel.  This information is for the benefit of the SOs who are close enough to read it
however they do not refer to it as they tend to know what the issue is.  The alarm that is
triggered when discrepancies occur can be heard by all.

A large digital clock is also located at this level and is visible to the entire control room.
When this was an analogue clock staff were apt to record time to the nearest five minutes
(Raffle and Sell, 1970).  Accurate time recording is important for the SC whose log of
incidents is a legal record.

Common Equipment used Locally

Additionally there are two pieces of equipment that are used by both SCs and SOs
locally.  The Connect radio and the Train Listing Monitor are both train identifiers and
locators but Connect radio is also telephone to the train cabs.

On the SO desk both pieces have been retromounted on to the sides of the desk.  On the
SC desk Connect radio has been placed directly in front of the SC while the Train Listing
Monitor is to one side and during observation was permanently obscured by a clipboard.

Connect Radio

Connect radio was installed 18 months ago and is a PC-based phone system and train
locator with a touchscreen interface and a separate handset.  When a TO picks up his
train he inputs the train number in the Connect radio set in the cab and the signal is
picked up on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) back in the control room.  The GUI
comprises columns of train numbers under station headings as well as functions for
making calls.

First and foremost Connect radio is the direct communication with the TOs in their cabs.
This can be done as a general call to all TOs or to all TOs approaching one station or as
1-to-1 call.  Specifically it is a connection with the train cab, the TO may not be in the cab
or may not answer15.  It is also possible to contact stations by this means although
operators were observed to prefer the traditional phone systems.

                                                
15 This might be because the TO is incapacitated.  A TO is otherwise obliged to answer all calls.
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Secondly it acts as a train identifier showing train id numbers.  Linked to this, Connect
radio acts as an actual locator showing train id numbers under each station name
heading.

Finally a line through the relevant train number shows that train has been shut down for
stepback16 at Brixton.  This means the train cab and therefore TO is momentarily
unreachable.

The SC’s interface gives access to all the stations and trains but this has to be done via
different pages as they don’t all fit on one screen.  The two SOs, whose desk is
partitioned  relevant to the physical half of the line they are responsible for (SO on the left
handles the North end and on the right the South end) can only access their half of the
line’s stations.  In other words the equipment settings reflect the North/South partition.

While Connect radio provides many benefits to control room work it also poses a few
drawbacks.  Firstly it works like a mobile phone network with a cell for each station so the
signal is weak at the halfway point of a tunnel between stations.  Secondly the train
number could have been input incorrectly by the TO or not input at all.  On occasion this
information vanishes due to technical problems like a faulty aerial or interference.  Thirdly
it is considered the reason TOs don’t troubleshoot any more now that they have a direct
line of communication to the control room.  Finally, it indicates trains on the approach to
as well as the platform of that station.  It is therefore an approximate locator and when
operators pick up a call from a TO their first words are always: “Receiving [train nr.].
Location and message please.”

Train Listing Monitor

The train listing monitor is the precursor to Connect radio’s locator facility and displays
train/path number (e.g. 216), train description (i.e. its final destination), lateness (delay in
minutes), position (which station it is approaching).  Delays (i.e. 2 minutes stop or more is
considered a delay) flash up in red.  Very often the wrong timetable has been set so
train/path numbers show up as 477 or 000 which has the benefit of being obviously
wrong.  Connect radio is generally considered to be much more reliable and accurate
than the train listing screen as a result of which the latter is hardly consulted at all, the
feeling being that “for what information you get from it you can get out of Connect radio”
(Service Operator, Victoria Line).  In addition the Connect radio screen is more readable
than the Train Listing screen which is old style green on black, although the latter
contains more information.

Nevertheless it is recognised that if all other equipment fails the Train Listing Monitor can
be a reliable source of information once updated.

Equipment and Artefacts Used by the Service Controller

On their desk, left to right, the SCs have the Traction Current panel, CCTV and the
selector monitors, the touchscreen phone, Connect radio, the PC monitor for Faults and
Delays and Simlink and the Train Listing monitor.  In front of them at all times is the
timetable and the logbook/ The laminated Track Diagram resides on top of the console.

CCTV

CCTV cameras provide views of the platforms and trains (usually only one camera at the
headwall position), platforms of other interconnecting lines, entrances to stations and
escalators.  The SC mostly uses the platform/train views on his CCTV monitor.  Selecting
the required camera is done via a touchscreen monitor and can have a significant delay.

                                                
16 To enable a fast turnaround of service at Brixton, TOs step off the train they arrive in, which is
taken off by a waiting TO, and drive away in the next train to arrive at that platform.
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The Timetable

The timetable is a paper-based schedule for the entire service as it should run optimally.
The timetable includes times, train/path numbers, allocated TOs and a red circle drawn
around a TO indicates that he is ending his shift.  Each page is held in a plastic sheaf so
that any alterations to service can be marked up with a chinagaph pencil.  These
markings include:

train terminated          train out of turn        train cancelled         minutes late

A glance at the pages of the timetable gives a clear picture of what is happening on the
ground.  For instance, train A is cancelled, trains B and C are a pair (two consecutive
trains that are out of turn with each other) and train D is 5 minutes late.  Therefore lots of
markings immediately suggest a serious incident whereas a clean page suggests smooth
running.

The Logbook

The SC is required to keep a handwritten record of everything that happens that is out of
the ordinary in a logbook.  This is a legal document used as evidence in court cases
should they arise.  The logbook also acts as a way to keep track that every incident is
followed through to the last point of responsibility.  It is an aide memoire for ongoing
incidents.  An event is crossed out when it is no longer ‘live’.  For instance a note such as
“4 engineers on the track” when crossed out means that the four engineers are now off
the track.  Other markings include highlights (double underline with a circle under it) and
separation lines to mark a new item.

The logbook contains a handover page for shift changes.  This only contains items that
are necessary for the incoming SC.

Like a game of football, if you tune in half way through a match you don’t need to
know why a player got a red card, just that one team is down to ten men.

(Service Controller, Victoria Line)

Faults & Delays Spreadsheet and Simlink Monitor

In addition to logbook entries, faults and delays (anything over 2 minutes) are noted by
the SC in the Faults and Delays spreadsheet (which is also a legal document) on a PC.
This further serves the purpose of forming a record for the abatement meetings held by
Metronet’s management.

Each input is sent live to relevant bodies so that the issue can be acted on straight away,
for instance, sending a technician to check faulty doors on a train.

On the same monitor is the Simlink screen which is information about the rest of the
network.  These notifications come from NOC (Network Operations Centre which co-
ordinates information for all of LUL’s lines) and are messages about the service from the
point of view of the passengers:

Good – services running regularly

Minor delays – likely to delay passenger journey by 5-10 minutes

Severe delays – quicker to take other forms of transport, likely to delay
passenger journey by up to 30 minutes

Suspended – can be whole line or just a section
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New messages have to be acknowledged by the SC within 30 minutes otherwise the
NOC will call the SC.  This is a safety feature because it might be that Simlink is down
and the message has not been received.  The SC updates NOC with messages about the
Victoria Line via a form on the same GUI.

Phones

The touchscreen phone is pre-programmed with numbers to various personnel in stations
and around the company and also to the emergency services.  Green boxes on the
screen are direct lines so there is no need to identify oneself and blue boxes are ordinary
numbers.  Incoming emergency calls flash red and are higher pitched.  There is an actual
phone as backup on each desk.  SOs use actual phones to speak to the SC and the
Connect radio to speak to TOs.

The DISI

The DISI (Defective in Service Instructions, pronounced ‘dizzy’) is a document which
outlines the procedures to adopt in the event of defects to the trains such as ‘one or more
doors failing to close’ or ‘train fails to start accurately in auto’.  Actions to be taken fall in
four main categories:

Train to remain in service

Train to be changed over as soon as convenient

Train to be changed over as soon as possible

Train to be withdrawn from service

This document resides on the SC desk and is mostly committed to memory from
experience but where a defect is novel to the SC, and the SM can’t advise, the DISI is
referenced.

Laminated Track Diagram

A fully detailed diagram of the track resides on the top of the SC desk and is referenced
in cases where an engineer is needed on the line.

Traction Current Panel

Traction current panel is a series of switches and lights that show there is current going to
all the sections of the line.  Lights indicate that the track is energised and switch positions
indicate that current is on or off.  Sections can be shut down or energised by the flick of a
switch.  Energising the line after a shutdown requires the say so of an on-the-ground
engineer so switching off the current is not a decision taken lightly.

Equipment and Artefacts Used by the Service Operator

The Signalling Desk

The signalling desk is manned by two SOs and comprises panels of buttons that control
the signals in the tunnels and the Programme Machine modes.

The signal buttons are grouped under the station codes and light up when their respective
signals are next for selection to open (turn green) according to the PM settings.  When
the train has passed the signal turns back to red and the button light on the panel goes
off.  The mode of the signals are further indicated on the FLD with red and green lights.

There are however some signals – at Warren Street and Highbury for instance – that are
fully automatic and controlling the passage of trains through them has to be done by
direct contact with the TO.  These signals are indicated on the FLD but without lights.
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Below the signals panel are a set of buttons used to reset the PM as described above.
The results of this operation show on the PM diagram.

Furthermore the signalling desk is divided into North end and South end north of King’s
Cross relative to the FLD so that each Service Operator deals with one side of the line.
Equipment on the panels and retro-mounted on the sides of the desk reflect this division
so that, for instance, the Connect radio on the South end side only pick up stations from
Brixton to King’s Cross.

Booking Sheets

The SOs don’t refer to the timetable instead they fill in arrival times of trains at Seven
Sisters and Victoria both North- and Southbound on pre-printed sheets which are a copy
of the timetable for those two stations only.  This is a way for management to keep a
record of how service has been regulated day to day.  They also serve the purpose of
helping the SOs keep a mental picture of what’s happening on the ground.  When service
is disrupted SOs turn to blank booking sheets and back to the original pre-printed ones
when normal service is resumed.

Telephones

SOs use a normal phone system to speak to SCs.
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Appendix E – Track Failure Incident: Full Transcript
Note: the two SOs are differentiated as SO1 and SO2; there is also a trainee SC marked
as SC2.

A section of track lights up suddenly about the length of a train between Seven Sisters
and Tottenham Hale on the FLD.  The SO notices this immediately because he is looking
at Seven Sister’s station at the time to sign off a train on his booking sheet.  The new
lights do not move; nor do the lights indicating the signed off train.

SO2 notices track failure and says so out loud.  Everyone stands up (SC, SC2, SOI, two
SOs and SM who is already in room) to look at the FLD.  SO2 goes over to FLD to point
exactly to where it is.

Track failure looks like a train on the FLD because it’s a section of track where the lights
are lit up.  SO2, who noticed it, said “I was waiting to sign off a train on the booking sheet
at Seven Sisters and it was stood still but the lights ahead lit up and looked odd and I
knew it wasn’t a train because you know where the trains are.  Then the TO called to ask
what was going on and I realised that lights looked like a track failure”.  The lights were
longer than a normal train, stretching the entire length between Seven Sisters and
Tottenham Hale but it could be just a small portion of track.  Basically as long as you
know where your trains are you can spot a track failure (both SOs had over 20 years
experience each).  First it looks like a stationary train.  Then you notice the train behind it
has been stationary too not moving from the platform, so then you look at the timetable or
booking sheet [to check which train this could be] by then the driver [of the actual train on
the platform] will probably have called you.

SO2group call [on Connect radio] TOs: “track failure to all trains, trains reversing at
Seven Sisters”

Throughout incident the SOI is standing and the SC is sitting bolt upright to see FLD and
communicate with the SOs.

SO2 is taking care of track failure issues while SO1 (south end SO) starts reversing trains
at King’s Cross – later he tells me that technically speaking he should sit and wait for
instruction from SC but as it’s not forthcoming he instead makes suggestions to SC
asking for permission to implement.  SOs start ‘tipping out/detraining’, moving trains to
sidings (location dependent on whether the driver has a pick-up relief driver waiting i.e. is
due a break or end of shift) and handling signals manually once PM has been put into
manual mode.

SO1SC: “I’ll take off what I can at King’s Cross” out loud – he knows what trains have
pick-ups.  The SM makes suggestions out loud.  SO1 and SO2 run through their list and
tally up where trains are and what the new scenario is updating each other.  They do this
on several occasions throughout the incident.

They also update the SC:

SO1SC: “behind 216 South, 220” out loud.

SCSO1: “when 272 comes up stick him away” out loud.

SO1SC: “behind 220: 214, 215” out loud.

SCSO1: “”what train is that at Warren Street, any idea?”

SO1: “Er, 230?... yeah it’s 230.”

There is suspended service from Seven Sisters to Walthamstow Central and severe
delays on the rest of the line.  The SC is in contact with the Fault Report Centre to get the
Technical Officer for that area to look at the problem.
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Everything becomes calmer again even though running with reduced and part suspended
service and technical failure is still live.  This is because in practice the SOs have
regulated the service and what is running is running ok.  They have a bit more work to do
because they have to manually operate signals in areas and put group calls out to drivers
but room noise level and atmosphere calms down.

In the locations where signals cannot be controlled manually (e.g. Euston) SO has to call
relevant TO to ask them to wait at the platform until verbally instructed to move.

SO1: “Ooops missed that one.  Too late.”  A train has left a station unnoticed and
therefore will end up stuck in tunnel.

Now, all calls out on Connect radio start: “Hello, due to track failure at Seven Sisters... ”

SO1TOs group call: “Good afternoon, all trains on north bound please proceed one
station only.  One station only.  Thank you”

Because the incident has been continuing and trains are now very late according to
timetable and so out of synch with the PM, special service is instigated with trains
numbered 001, 002, 003 etc.  SOs swap their Booking Sheets for special blank booking
sheets.  It is easier to keep track of trains and drivers this way.

Eventually trains are allowed to run over the track failure section but in manual (therefore
very slow 5mph) so only a few trains going up to WCL and back.  Then when things get
better a few more trains are brought back into service from the Northumberland Park
sidings.

SMSO2: “can you cope with a couple more trains being brought back into service?”

SC on phone: “... to inspect the track... ” out loud – therefore SOs can hear that SC is
taking care to have the track inspected – acts as an update.  The SOs would want to
know what was going on, expecting to be updated about the track being fixed.

SO1 goes through the PM (referring to the PMD and using the bottom section of the
Signalling desk panel) to make it run through the trains that are cancelled, late or turned
etc.  to try to get it as up to date as possible for when the service resumes so it is not too
out of synch with what is on the ground.

In summary, because the SOs each had over 20 years’ experience and the SC was new,
there were two levels of decisions going on simultaneously:

SOs giving ideas of where to turn trains and how best to regulate service (this
would not usually be the case);

SC making overall decisions about how many trains to take off and where.


